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Companies have been fighting about software interoperability and substitutability for decades. The battles have usually involved wholesale copying and significant modifications of code to achieve compatibility, and the law seems fairly settled in both respects. More recently, however, software developers and users alike have started to wake up to potential problems regarding combinations of separate programs, particularly in connection with open source software:

need to obtain specific authorizations from the copyright owners before they may combine separate programs? What consequences can they expect for failure to obtain required authorizations? Fear, uncertainty and doubt ("FUD") regarding the answers to these questions are prevalent in all quarters and have become a prominent topic in the computer lawyer community.

This Article begins with a brief introduction to the issue and its context (Part II), examines the relevant copyright law principles in general (Part III) and the application of copyright law to software in particular (Part IV), goes on to illustrate the classification of software combinations under copyright law in a few common technical and commercial scenarios (Part V), and addresses the practical implications in the context of commercial (Part VI) and open source licensing (Part VII), particularly in light of the current debate surrounding the update of the General Public License (GPL). The Article concludes that most forms of software combinations are less dangerous (i.e., less likely to infringe copyrights) than commonly assumed because: (1) they do not constitute derivative works (but instead either compilations or *sui generis* aggregations outside the scope of the copyright owner's exclusive rights); and (2) a number of statutes and legal doctrines significantly limit a copyright owner's ability to contractually prohibit software combinations that do not also constitute derivative works under copyright law.


3. FUD has historically referred to a marketing strategy employed by established companies to discredit new market entrants and the open source movement in the eyes of potential customers. Recently, however, even established companies complain about perceived FUD strategies by open source communities through intended vagueness and ambiguity of open source license agreements. At the 2005 ACI Conference on Software License Agreements in San Francisco, one presenter summarized his perception with a joke: "What do you get if you combine the Godfather and the GPL? An offer you can't understand." See David S. Evans & Bernard J. Reddy, *Government Preferences for Promoting Open-Source Software: A Solution in Search of a Problem*, 9 MICH. TELECOMM. & TECH. L. REV. 313, 340 (2003); Klaus M. Schmidt & Monika Schnitzer, *Public Subsidies for Open Source? Some Economic Policy Issues of the Software Market*, 16 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 473 (2003). More on the GPL will follow below in Part VII of this Article. For a summary of the history of the FUD expression, see Wikipedia.org, FUD, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Fear%2C_uncertainty_and_doubt (last visited Jan. 21, 2006). The legal community does not seem to be entitled to expect much sympathy regarding the suffering of FUD from the programmer community after deciding to apply the copyright regime to software in the first place. It also still has to play its own part in reducing uncertainties by reaching a clear consensus regarding the definitional scope of "derivative works" in the context of software combinations.
II. BACKGROUND

Few computer programs function in isolation—most have to be combined with other software to perform their tasks. Just consider common personal computer software packages: when one starts an application program (e.g., Microsoft Word, Outlook, Adobe Acrobat, RealPlayer, etc.), it is actually an operating system program (e.g., Microsoft Windows) that "runs" the application program and saves and prints data files. Application programs are often used in tandem. For example, a user may cut and paste text from an Adobe Acrobat or MS Word document into an e-mail or open such a document from an e-mail attachment. Also, word processing and e-mail processing software may use separate programs (libraries) with definitions for fonts. Many applications use shared libraries instead of including the code within the application itself.4

From a technical perspective, in order to function in combination, programs have to be interoperable, meaning that they must be capable of exchanging and mutually using information.5 Therefore, most software manufacturers try to ensure that their own programs are interoperable in order to market seamlessly integrated software suites. The agenda of other software manufacturers, however, depends on the market situation. For example, a company with an established platform may want to prevent interoperability with third party software in order to protect its market share for add-on programs or interests in hardware sales; new market entrants on the other hand will tend to promote interoperability with third party software in order to establish their platforms or to be able to offer add-ons or substitute programs for already established platforms.6

From a copyright law perspective, a combination of copyrighted programs typically requires one or more authorizations from the copyright owners. As a starting point, users normally need permission to copy a program in order to use it. In order to combine software or use software in combination, a user must typically first install (copy) the program(s) from the storage medium—floppy disc, CD, or DVD—to a computer's hard drive. During the installation and execution of a computer program, the

actual data are literally copied several times between storage medium, hard drive, computer memory, and CPU cache (as further explained in Part V).

By copying the electronic data in different storage units of the computer, the user creates additional physical manifestations of the computer program(s). Courts in the United States qualify such physical manifestations as copies for purposes of copyright law. Consequently, the copyright owner's permission is typically required before a user may install copyrighted software in order to combine it with other programs.

A copyright owner also has the exclusive right to prohibit or permit the preparation of derivative works (adaptation right). Consequently, if and to the extent the use of two copyrighted programs in combination constitutes the preparation of a derivative work, the user needs specific permission to combine the programs, and the owners of the copyrights in the two programs have a statutory right to deny granting such permission.

Traditionally, the adaptation right has been regarded as redundant and commercially irrelevant in practice, given that most adaptations also involve copying. After all, a copy of a derivative work also constitutes a non-literal copy of the adapted original. Many cases involving the com-


9. Id. § 106(2).

10. Such permission could come in the form of a license from the copyright owner or a statutory exception to the copyright owner's exclusive rights. See id. § 117(a)(1).


12. Hence, the Copyright Office believed that Section 106(2) of the Copyright Act was going to be largely duplicative yet helpful for purposes of clarification. See REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT, supra note 11, at 17.
commercialization of non-literal copies that might also qualify as derivatives can already be resolved by finding infringement of duplication rights.\textsuperscript{13}

In the software context, however, it can make quite a difference whether an end user seeking to combine two programs needs only a license to copy or additionally needs a license to prepare a derivative work. First, as a practical matter, commercial software programs typically come with end user licenses that expressly provide for a right to install and execute the software, but which are either silent regarding derivative works or expressly prohibit their preparation.\textsuperscript{14} Second, purchasers who acquire ownership of particular software copies obtain certain statutory use rights, which include the right to execute the program, but not necessarily the right to create derivative works.\textsuperscript{15} Third, a copyright owner who expressly prohibits certain software combinations is legally in a much stronger and clearer position if she can rely on her statutory adaptation right. By contrast, contractual covenants or conditions require privity and so may be subject to challenge under various legal theories, including copyright mis-

\textsuperscript{13} See, e.g., Lotus Dev. Corp. v. Borland Int'l, 49 F.3d 807 (1st Cir. 1995) (discussing methods of operation with respect to copyrightability); Computer Assocs. Int'l v. Altai, Inc., 982 F.2d 693 (2d Cir. 1992) (resolving case based on duplication rights rather than rights to derivative works); Whelan Assocs., Inc. v. Jaslow Dental Lab., Inc., 797 F.2d 1222 (3d Cir. 1986) (finding copying of computer program's structure violated copyright). \textit{But see}, e.g., Worlds of Wonder, Inc. v. Veritel Learning Sys., 658 F. Supp. 351, 356 (N.D. Tex. 1986) (holding that compatible cassette tapes for toy bear constitute derivative works); Worlds of Wonder, Inc. v. Vector Intercontinental, Inc., 653 F. Supp. 135, 140 (N.D. Ohio 1986) (issuing preliminary injunction preventing competitors from marketing cassette tapes for use in toy bear where the tapes were substantially similar to tapes created by toy bear's manufacturer).


\textsuperscript{15} U.S. Copyright law provides a very limited right to create a derivative work, but only if and to the extent the "adaptation is created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and that it is used in no other manner." 17 U.S.C. § 117 (2000). Given this narrow language, it is questionable whether the owner of a software copy is permitted to adapt its copy for purposes of interoperability with other software—as opposed to interoperability with a machine. \textit{See generally} Krause v. Titleserv, 402 F.3d 119 (2d Cir. 2005) (discussing implementation of 17 U.S.C. § 117).
use, unconscionability, unfair competition law, and antitrust law.¹⁶ Fourth, the GPL and other open source licenses tie specific restrictions and conditions to the creation of derivative works.¹⁷

Several courts have examined whether software combinations constitute derivative works. In video game cases where the end users had lawfully purchased or licensed game software, the game copyright owners had to rely on their adaptation right to fend off suppliers of add-on software that altered the games when executed in combination with them (e.g., by running the games faster or adding new game “levels”).¹⁸ In another case, where a software manufacturer sought to enjoin a maintenance services provider from offering substitute “sub-programs,” the targeted customers held a valid license that allowed them to use at least unmodified versions of the plaintiff’s larger software suite.¹⁹ In the web-linking context, internet users typically have an express or implied license to view the content on framed or linked websites, but website terms of use commonly prohibit any use of the site’s content that goes beyond mere viewing.²⁰

Beyond these few cases, however, courts have not yet developed general rules for the qualification of software combinations as derivative works, nor have commentators articulated what such rules should be. The place and role of derivative works within the statutory context of compilations, collective works and other types of aggregations also have not been examined in depth with respect to software combinations.²¹ This Article examines these issues in turn after briefly revisiting the concepts of derivative works and compilations under copyright law in general (Part III) and the characteristics of copyright protection for software in particular (Part IV).

¹⁶. See infra Section VI.C.
¹⁷. See infra Part VII.
III. COPYRIGHT LAW ON DERIVATIVE WORKS, COMPILATIONS, AND OTHER COMBINATIONS

A. Statutory Definitions

The U.S. Copyright Act defines and uses the term "derivative work" separately and in contrast to the terms "compilation" and "collective work," as follows:

A "collective work" is a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology, or encyclopedia, in which a number of contributions, constituting separate and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole.

A "compilation" is a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting materials or of data that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship. The term "compilation" includes collective works.

A "derivative work" is a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications which, as a whole, represent an original work of authorship, is a "derivative work."\(^2\)

The definitions for all three categories share the primary requirement for copyright protection, namely, each must be an original work of authorship. Copyright law is intended to protect creative expression. Unlike patent law,\(^3\) copyright law does not require novelty.\(^4\) Thus, "originality" does not require that facts or ideas be expressed in an innovative way, but merely that the arrangement of facts not be so logical, mechanical, or rou-

---

tine as to require no creativity whatsoever. A minimum "creative spark" is required. With respect to derivative works, the changes to the original work must be creative; with respect to collective works and other compilations, the selection or arrangement must be creative.

A compilation consists merely of the selection and arrangement of pre-existing material without any internal changes to the compiled material. In comparison, a derivative work is created through internal changes to existing works that actually affect these works—as opposed to additions or parts of a combination appearing merely in some loose context, detached from the original work.

If the creator of a new work takes very little of an existing work, taking only non-protectable content such as ideas or facts, or changing the original so much that the new work differs substantially from the existing work, the new creation is simply a new work of authorship and not a derivative of the existing work. Most new works, after all, are influenced to some extent by existing works.

27. Key Publications, 945 F.2d at 513; Silverstein, 368 F.3d at 83.
29. Id. See generally 1 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 3.02.
30. Bucklew v. Hawkins, 329 F.3d 923, 930 (7th Cir. 2003). The court notes that: [I]f the original expression added by the unauthorized preparer of a derivative work is clearly detachable from the original work itself, so that no confusion, or disruption of the copyright owner's plans for the exploitation of his work, would be created by allowing the unauthorized preparer to copyright his original expression, the unauthorized preparer might be allowed to do so . . . though this principle may be limited to compilations, where "the infringing portion would be easily severable and the scope of the compilation author's own work . . . would be easily ascertianable."

Id.
31. Superchips, Inc. v. Street & Performance Elecs., Inc., No. 01 Civ. 309, 2001 WL 1795939, at *3 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 4, 2001) ("[C]ourts consider whether there is a distinguishing variation between the derivative and underlying work and whether that variation is more than 'merely trivial.'" (internal citation omitted)); Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software, Ltd., 655 F. Supp. 750, 758-59 (E.D. La. 1987), aff'd, 847 F.2d 255, 267 (5th Cir. 1988).
33. Bucklew, 329 F.3d at 930; Pickett v. Prince, 207 F.3d 402, 407 (7th Cir. 2000) (distinguishing "works only loosely connected with some ancestral work claimed to be their original"); Vault, 655 F. Supp. at 758; 1 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 3.02.
34. Emerson v. Davies, 8 F. Cas. 615, 619 (C.C.D. Mass. 1845).
Thus, compilations, derivative works, and entirely new works typically involve combinations of new creative materials with existing material. In the case of a compilation, the existing material remains intact and unchanged, and the “combination creativity” remains separate and clearly distinguishable from the existing material. In the case of a non-derivative new work, existing material may be remotely reflected in the new work, but its contribution is insubstantial. The derivative work category lies somewhere in the middle: existing creative material constitutes a substantial part of the new derivative work, and the new creative material appears in the form of inseparable changes to the existing material.

B. Examples of Combinations

Examples of derivative works include a translation of a poem into another language, an orchestra arrangement of a piano sonata, a rap version of a Beatles’ song, a movie based on a comic book, and a theatre drama based on a novel. In all these cases, both the derivative and the underlying work have to meet the originality requirement of the Copyright Act. Thus, both the author of the underlying work and the creator of the derivative work have to supply at least a “creative spark.”

The same is true for collective works, which are creative collections of copyrighted works: both the collection (i.e., the selection of works) and the collected works have to be creative in nature. The term “compilations” includes creative collections of creative works and creative compilations of non-creative materials such as names and phone numbers of actual persons. In both cases, the compilation itself has to be creative. Thus, an arrangement of creative or non-creative material in a purely logical order will not receive protection under copyright law. Examples of copyrightable compilations include creative catalogues and collections of poems.

35. The creative combination is essentially a meta-layer—the glue that holds the existing material together.
37. See, e.g., id. at 83.
38. Id.
40. 1 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 3.02.
If someone applies minor changes to a work without any originality, the result will not constitute a derivative work, but only a non-literal copy of the work. Similarly, if someone prepares a collection of copyrighted or non-copyrighted material without any creativity, such as in historical or alphabetical order, the result will not constitute a copyrightable compilation, but rather a series of literal copies (if the collected material is copyrighted) or an arrangement that is entirely outside the scope of copyright law. If an author creates a new work, borrowing only minor aspects from existing works, the result qualifies as an independently created new work, not a derivative work.

Thus, for copyright law purposes, a combination of new and existing material may constitute one or more of the following:

- a new (non-derivative) work if only very little of or non-protectable elements of the existing materials are present in the new work or if the new work does not bear a substantial resemblance to the existing work;

- a derivative work if new material changes the substance of the existing material and both are creative, e.g., a song based on a poem;

41. Examples of unprotectable works include copies with typos, typo corrections using spell-check, and a few missing words. See, e.g., Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 964 F.2d 965, 966 (9th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 507 U.S. 985 (1993); Silverstein, 368 F.3d at 83; Matthew Bender, 158 F.3d at 681 n.4.


43. Feist, 499 U.S. at 362-64; see also Silverstein, 368 F.3d at 83.

44. See Pickett v. Prince, 207 F.3d 402, 407 (7th Cir. 2000) (distinguishing “works only loosely connected with some ancestral work claimed to be their original”).

45. See, e.g., Well-Made Toy Mfg. Corp v. Goffa Int’l Corp., 354 F.3d 112, 117 (2d Cir. 2003) (finding that the toy doll was not substantially similar to competitor’s product and therefore did not constitute an infringing derivative work); Ty, Inc. v. Publ’ns Int’l Ltd., 292 F.3d 512, 521 (7th Cir. 2002) (holding that “Beanie Babies” collectors’ guide was not a derivative work, but a “public evaluation,” which the toy manufacturer was not entitled to control under its copyright).
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- a compilation if existing creative or non-creative material is arranged in a creative manner, e.g., a collection of songs, poems, and/or facts related to the holiday season;47
- a non-literal copy if new material makes insubstantial, non-creative changes to the substance of the existing material, only the existing material is creative, and the end result is nearly identical, e.g., publication of a poem with typo corrections;48
- a literal copy if existing creative material is arranged and reproduced in a non-creative manner, e.g., a collection of all poems by a particular author by titles in alphabetic order;49 and/or
- an arrangement that is neither restricted nor protected by copyright law if the combination does not involve any changes, duplication, or creative arrangement, e.g., storage of books on a shelf sorted by the author's name in alphabetical order.50

47. See, e.g., Mason v. Montgomery Data, Inc., 967 F.2d 135, 141 (5th Cir. 1992) (holding collection of real estate ownership maps incorporating information from various sources was “sufficiently creative to qualify . . . as original ‘compilations’ ” because author had engaged in “selection, coordination, and arrangement of the information . . . depicted”); Corsearch, Inc. v. Thomson & Thomson, 792 F. Supp. 305, 322 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (finding state trademark computer database was protectable compilation where copyright proponent had selected, coordinated, arranged, enhanced, and programmed the trademark data); cf. HOWARD B. ABRAMS, THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT § 1:16 (2006) (stating that the “majority of compilations will pass [the minimal level of creativity] test”).

48. See, e.g., Signo Trading Int'l, Ltd. v. Gordon, 535 F. Supp. 362, 365 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (holding that a list of words, translated into a foreign language, did not constitute a copyrightable compilation because the author of the translation had not selected words on the list). For infringement liability by reason of non-literal copying, see generally Castle Rock Entertainment, Inc. v. Carol Publishing Group, Inc., 150 F.3d 132, 140 (2d Cir. 1998), finding that a “Seinfeld” trivia book infringed copyright in the television show, even though “direct quotations or close paraphrases . . . copied from the Seinfeld series [were] few and almost irrelevant.” See also Twin Peaks Prods., Inc. v. Publ'ns Int'l, Ltd., 996 F.2d 1366, 1372-73 (2d Cir. 1993) (finding infringement of a copyrighted television series, as shown by “comprehensive nonliteral similarity,” where the book contained a “detailed recounting of . . . episodes of the series”).

49. See Silverstein v. Penguin Putnam, Inc., No. 01 Civ. 309, 2003 WL 1797848, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. April 4, 2003) (granting summary judgment for plaintiff on claim of infringement of poem compilation where defendant copied “nearly the entire work,” including the original author's “selection and . . . guiding principles”), rev'd, vacated and remanded, 368 F.3d 77 (2d Cir. 2004) (finding that a summary judgment and an injunction were not appropriate because issue of fact existed as to whether plaintiff's arrangement was copyrightable in the first instance).

50. See, e.g., Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Video Broad. Sys., Inc., 724 F. Supp. 808, 821 (D. Kan. 1989) (regarding defendant who inserted ads for local business at beginning of movie videotapes). While both ads and movie were copyrightable works, adding the
These categories are not mutually exclusive: an author could translate poems (prepare derivative works), add some poems without translation but edit for typographical corrections (non-literal copies) and then creatively arrange the poems (create a collective work).

C. Ownership of Derivative Works vs. Compilations

The Copyright Act treats compilations and derivative works similarly with respect to copyright subject matter and ownership rights: the author of a derivative work or compilation owns the copyrights in her creative contributions, but not in the underlying work. Consequently, the creator of a derivative work or compilation can exclude anyone—including the owner of the copyrights in the underlying work(s)—from copying or distributing the derivative work or compilation.

If a creator of a derivative work or compilation bases her work unlawfully on copyrighted works of others, she does not acquire any copyrights in the derivative work or compilation. Additionally, a licensee who creates literal or non-literal copies that do not amount to derivative works under license from the copyright owner does not acquire any copyright in such copies.

ads did not amount to “recasting, transforming or adapting the motion picture,” such as creation of a derivative work. Id.

51. 17 U.S.C. § 103 (2000). The section provides the following:

Subject matter of copyright: Compilations and derivative works. (a) The subject matter of copyright as specified by section 102 includes compilations and derivative works, but protection for a work employing preexisting material in which copyright subsists does not extend to any part of the work in which such material has been used unlawfully. (b) The copyright in a compilation or derivative work extends only to the material contributed by the author of such work, as distinguished from the preexisting material employed in the work, and does not imply any exclusive right in the preexisting material. The copyright in such work is independent of, and does not affect or enlarge the scope, duration, ownership, or subsistence of, any copyright protection in the preexisting material.

Id.

52. Id. § 103(b).

53. Id. §§ 103(b), 106.

54. Id. § 103. In this respect, creators of derivative works and compilations are in slightly different positions: the creator of a derivative work needs an authorization (i.e., license) from the owner of the copyright in the underlying work(s) to create the derivative work in the first place—and then later to reproduce or distribute it. Such a license must specifically allow the preparation of derivative works. With respect to compilations, such a specific authorization is not required to ensure the lawfulness and thus acquisition of ownership rights in the compilation. See infra Section III.D.
D. Exclusive Rights to Derivative Works vs. Compilations

Given the similar treatment of derivative works and compilations for ownership purposes, it is worth noting—and particularly relevant for the permissibility of software combinations—that the Copyright Act treats derivative works and compilations very differently with respect to the scope of exclusionary rights. A copyright owner has the exclusive right to prohibit or authorize the preparation of derivative works. The copyright owner does not, however, have an exclusive right to prohibit or authorize the preparation of compilations or non-creative arrangements of works. Thus, the Copyright Act specifically empowers the creator of artwork to prohibit a buyer of prints from selling tiles with framed prints attached, but not from arranging unmodified prints in a creative or non-creative compilation such as side-by-side with other artwork. Consequently, the distinction between derivative works and other categories of combinations is the most crucial for software interoperability.

The special treatment of derivative works under copyright law is rooted in a recognition of the special relationship that authors traditionally have with their works, in contrast to the treatment of compilations, and, under patent law, in contrast to the treatment of improvements. An author of a copyrighted novel, painting, or symphony is affected personally and commercially if a publisher adds a happy ending to the novel, removes potentially offensive scenes from the painting, or eliminates a movement from the symphony. Such changes can affect the author’s reputation and ability to commercialize future works if the public cannot easily separate the changes from the original work.

56. 17 U.S.C. § 106(1)-(3) mention only derivative works, but not collective works or other types of compilations.
58. Of course, a copyright owner can independently prohibit copying of her work, so any combinations that involve duplication require separate permission. 17 U.S.C. § 106(1). Thus the creator of the artwork here could prohibit the buyer of the prints from arranging the unmodified prints in a book, since that would involve duplicating the prints.
59. In discussing this issue, Mark Lemley uses the term “improvers” to refer to those who make works or inventions based upon, to varying degrees, an underlying work or patent. He divides “improvers” into three categories: minor improvers, significant improvers, and radical improvers. See generally Mark A. Lemley, The Economics of Improvement in Intellectual Property Law, 75 Tex. L. Rev. 989, 1007 (1997) [hereinafter Lemley, Economics of Improvement].
60. This phenomenon is relevant beyond the context of continental European copyright laws that protect authors against distortion of their works, because even jurisdictions that consider an author’s rights against distortion inalienable will typically allow an as-
combinations that can easily be undone conceptually, such as compilations or improvements on patented inventions, do not affect the interests in the underlying intellectual property in the same way because others can easily differentiate between the original version and the improvements or additions. Therefore, the requirement of internal changes to the adapted work is an important definitional element for derivative works under copyright law that justifies the legislative decision granting copyright owners the right to prohibit adaptations.

E. Fixation Requirement

The Copyright Act provides a fixation requirement for ownership purposes, but does not specify how permanent a derivative work must be to infringe. In some cases, courts have simply assumed that the same permanency threshold applies for both ownership and infringement purposes. In other cases, courts have asserted that a different standard applies for infringement purposes, albeit without clearly defining exactly what constitutes that standard. Overall, however, it seems generally accepted that adaptations do not constitute derivative works for infringement or ownership purposes if they are fleeting and lack any significant permanency—such as a work viewed through a pink filter.

61. 17 U.S.C. § 101 defines when a work is “created,” but 17 U.S.C. § 106(2) does not refer to the “creation,” but rather to the “preparation” of derivative works, a more generic term that is used also in other sections of the Copyright Act.


63. See, e.g., Micro Star v. Formgen, 154 F.3d 1107, 1110-11 (9th Cir. 1998); Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 964 F.2d 965, 967-68 (9th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 507 U.S. 985 (1993); 2 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 8.09[A] (differentiating between infringements of the adaptation right through performances as opposed to copies).

64. One court used the “low tech” example of a pink piece of cellophane placed in a frame over a television screen. Micro Star, 154 F.3d at 1111 n.4; see also Tyler Ochoa, Symposium Review: Copyright, Derivative Works and Fixation: Is Galoob a Mirage, or
F. Summary

In addition to the right to control duplication, copyright owners have an express statutory right (adaptation right) to prohibit or permit combinations of their works with other materials if and to the extent such combinations qualify as derivative works. Combinations qualify as derivative works only if they are sufficiently permanent, contain significant amounts of existing copyrighted works, and involve significant and creative changes to such pre-existing works. Combinations without internal changes can qualify as compilations if the combination is creative, but unlike with derivative works, a copyright holder has no express statutory right to prohibit end users from making compilations. Neither insignificant nor non-creative changes to existing copyrighted works, or entirely insignificant adaptations from existing works, result in the creation of a derivative work. Instead, they result in the creation of non-literal copies or non-derivative new works, respectively.

IV. SOFTWARE UNDER COPYRIGHT LAW

The peculiar relationship between software and copyright law has already been well analyzed. To lay the groundwork for the following analysis, however, it is helpful to briefly recall how two important principles of copyright law apply in the software context: (1) copyright law strikes a delicate balance between access and exclusion rights, and in do-

---


65. The copyright holder does retain the right to authorize copying, so the compilation cannot involve any unlicensed copying of the underlying works. If an end user holds a license to execute and use two programs, however, and their execution in combination constitutes a compilation, such combination would not infringe the software copyright owners’ exclusive rights under Section 106 of the Copyright Act. Where a combination qualifies as a derivative work, on the other hand, and all other things are equal, the end user would need a separate license to combine the programs; without such license, the combination would infringe the copyright owners’ adaptation rights under Section 106(2) of the Copyright Act.

ing so, (2) copyright law protects only creative expression, not functionality, however valuable such functionality may be.

A. The Balance Between Access and Exclusion Rights

As contemplated by the U.S. Constitution, the Copyright Act protects investments in creative works through exclusion rights that encourage further creation and public availability of such works. Exclusion rights enable the owner to permit or prohibit the prescribed activities—and charge fees for use (licenses). The prospect of such license fees are intended to incentivize creators to create and adapt original works of authorship.

Both under- and over-protection can harm the public interest in creative works. This risk is particularly obvious with respect to the adaptation right. Since most creative works borrow, to some extent, from existing material, overbroad adaptation rights could seriously stifle further developments. Thus, legislatures and courts have over the years struck a delicate balance between granting and limiting exclusion rights for authors and access rights for the public. Copyright owners who upset this balance by abusing their rights can be penalized by the denial of copyrights under the doctrine of copyright misuse.

B. Creative Expression vs. Functionality

The Copyright Act, in balancing creative expression and functionality, takes great care to limit copyrightable subject matter to creative, artistic expression and to keep underlying ideas and functionality in the public domain. The Act states that

67. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8 provides that “Congress shall have the power . . . [t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”


69. See id. at 338-39.


72. See infra Section VI.C.2.; Lasercomb Am., Inc. v. Reynolds, 911 F.2d 970, 977 (4th Cir. 1990). See generally 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A].
[i]n no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.\textsuperscript{73}

This express exception historically made software an unlikely candidate for copyright protection given the fact that the value of most\textsuperscript{74} computer programs lies in their functionality and efficiency.\textsuperscript{75} Software licensees typically appreciate and pay for the speed, reliability, and the operational simplicity of particular programs, but do not value, for example, the creativity or originality of the underlying code.

Yet, the threshold question of whether software is protected by copyright law at all has long been settled in the United States.\textsuperscript{76} For over three decades, U.S. courts have consistently found that computer programs (both object and source code versions) are generally protected under the U.S. Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{77} The underlying code constitutes a literary work,\textsuperscript{78} whereas output such as screen displays and user interfaces can be protected separately as audiovisual works.\textsuperscript{79} It is possible to generate the same screen displays and user interfaces with substantially different underlying code. Accordingly, a program's screen display may be infringing while the actual code is not.\textsuperscript{80}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{73} 17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (2000).
  \item \textsuperscript{74} Video and computer games and other entertainment software are noteworthy exceptions.
  \item \textsuperscript{77} See, e.g., Franklin Computer, 714 F.2d 1240; Williams Elecs., Inc. v. Artic Int'l, Inc., 685 F.2d 870 (3d Cir 1982); Harcourt, \textit{Brace & World}, 329 F. Supp. 517.
  \item \textsuperscript{78} Franklin Computer, 714 F.2d at 1246-49.
  \item \textsuperscript{79} Apple Computer, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 35 F.3d 1435 (9th Cir. 1994); Data E. USA, Inc. v. Epyx, Inc., 862 F.2d 204 (9th Cir. 1988); Stern Elecs., Inc. v. Kaufman, 669 F.2d 852 (2d Cir. 1982).
\end{itemize}
Despite the conceptual mismatch, copyright law has established itself globally as the primary intellectual property regime for software, and jurisdictions that initially rejected this approach have now adopted it.\textsuperscript{81} Yet, since courts first made the decision that software was copyrightable, they have struggled with the fundamental problem that copyright law is designed to protect creative expression as an incentive for further creative activity, whereas the value in software is usually measured by functionality and efficiency,\textsuperscript{82} aspects that are expressly excluded from copyright protection.\textsuperscript{83} In the process, courts complained about having to fit a square peg into the round hole\textsuperscript{84} and thus developed a number of tests and approaches to separate protectable creative elements from non-protectable functional elements in software.\textsuperscript{85} Creative elements are protected against

\textsuperscript{81} An example is Germany: software had been expressly recognized in Section 2 of the German Copyright Act as a category of copyrightable works since 1985. Urheberrechtsgesetz, UrhG [Copyright Law] Sept. 9, 1965, as amended May 8, 1998, § 2 no. 2 (F.R.G.). However, prior to the implementation of the EC Software Directive into German law in 1993, German courts had required a very high level of originality before they would afford copyright protection for software. The leading cases are from 1985 and 1991: Bundesgerichtshof [BGH] [Federal Court of Justice] May 19, 1985, 12 Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht [GRUR] 1041 (F.R.G.) (known as the collection program case—"Inkasso-Programm") and Bundesgerichtshof [BGH] [Federal Court of Justice] Oct. 4, 1990, 44 (1991) Neue Juristische Wochenschrift [NJW] 1231 (F.R.G.) (known as the operating system case—"Betriebssystem"). Many programs that would have easily qualified as copyrightable in the United States were not found to be so in Germany. For an overview of software copyright protection in the European Union, see Pamela Samuelson, Comparing U.S. and EC Copyright Protection for Computer Programs: Are They More Different Than They Seem?, 13 J.L. & Com. 279 (1994).

\textsuperscript{82} See Bucklew v. Hawkins, 329 F.3d 923, 928 (7th Cir. 2003).


\textsuperscript{84} See, e.g., Altai, 982 F.2d at 712.

\textsuperscript{85} Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc., 381 F.3d 1178 (Fed. Cir. 2004), cert. denied, 544 U.S. 923 (2005); Lexmark Int'l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 387 F.3d 522, 534-36 (6th Cir. 2004); Lotus Dev. Corp., 49 F.3d at 815-17;
literal and non-literal copying, whereas functional elements are in the public domain and can be freely duplicated, even where idea and expression or functionality and creativity merge, for example, because a particular technical solution can be programmed efficiently only in one particular manner.\textsuperscript{86}

Courts have defined the dividing line on a case-by-case basis in light of the underlying public policy considerations. Artistic screen displays of computer games (with fantasy figures and landscapes)\textsuperscript{87} bear a greater resemblance to traditional subjects of copyright protection (like novels and paintings) than to software in executable form (not readable by humans and consisting of zeros and ones) or to the functionality-driven user interfaces for application programs.\textsuperscript{88} Therefore, computer game screen displays have generally fared better in cases where litigants have raised issues of non-literal copying and the idea-expression dichotomy.

Some courts had to confront situations where companies used otherwise creative works in a purely functional manner, for example, as interfaces, passwords, or lock-out mechanisms. Courts denied copyright protection for such works, regardless of how creative and original they were, in the interest of preserving the balance between protection and access rights described above.\textsuperscript{89} Thus, as a general matter, copyright owners cannot rely on the protections that copyright law affords where they deploy copyrighted works in a software context for the sole purpose of forcing others to infringe (by copying or adapting copyrighted code) in order to establish interoperability.\textsuperscript{90}

Other courts tried to stretch the boundaries of copyright law in order to protect investments, even where the Copyright Act did not literally cover the material or activities that concerned the plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{91} Since the U.S. Supreme Court vehemently rejected the "Sweat of the Brow" doctrine in 1991, however, it is important to start by thoroughly examining the crea-

---

\textsuperscript{86} Gates Rubber Co. v. Bando Chem. Indus., Ltd., 9 F.3d 823, 836-38 (10th Cir. 1993); Altai, 982 F.2d at 714.

\textsuperscript{87} See Altai, 982 F.2d at 707-08.

\textsuperscript{88} See, e.g., Micro Star v. Formgen, 154 F.3d 1107, 1110 (9th Cir. 1998).

\textsuperscript{89} See, e.g., Lotus Dev. Corp, 49 F.3d 807; Altai, 982 F.2d 693.

\textsuperscript{90} See Sega Enters., Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510 (9th Cir. 1992) (holding that reverse engineering to obtain interface information for compatibility is permissible under narrow circumstances); see also Skylink, 381 F.3d 1178; Lexmark, 387 F.3d 522.

\textsuperscript{91} See, e.g., Midway Mfg. v. Artic Int'l, Inc., 704 F.2d 1009, 1014 (7th Cir. 1983) ("[T]he amount by which the language of Section 101 must be stretched to accommodate speeded-up video games is, we believe, within the limits within which Congress wanted the new Act to operate.").
tivity vs. functionality dichotomy in any software copyright analysis. One must then filter out ideas, processes, methods, facts, elements dictated by external factors or efficiency, material in the public domain, expression which has "merged" with any of the foregoing, and expression which is so standard or common as to be a "necessary incident" to any of the foregoing. 92

This filtering technique is equally important for the characterization of software combinations as derivative works, compilations, or other aggregations. Given the utilitarian nature of software, modifications that are dictated by external factors or functionality considerations do not generally affect the special relationship between the author and her creative work, which adaptation rights are intended to protect under copyright law. Contrast this situation with patent law, which, in order to avoid stifling innovation in functionality, does not grant a patent holder exclusive rights to improvements to her invention. Hence, courts have to be particularly careful to focus on creative expression—as opposed to functionality—when drawing the line between combinations that infringe adaptation rights (derivative works) and combinations that do not (because they constitute compilations or other aggregations that are generally permissible without the copyright owner's consent). Internal changes to code that software users or other developers cannot easily separate or distinguish tend to be capable of affecting an author's interests in adaptation of her creative work, thereby strongly supporting classification as a derivative work. In contrast, combinations with separable add-on programs or interface modifications dictated by functional requirements do not support a classification as derivative works, as they may be relevant for the program's functionality, but do not significantly affect an author's reasonable interest in controlling adaptations of her creative works.

C. Summary

Given its typically utilitarian nature, software usually contains many elements that are excluded from copyright protection and need to be filtered out at the outset of any copyright analysis. Consequently, the coverage and strength of copyright protection for software varies depending on its different forms (including object code, source code, graphical user interface, etc.) and functionalities. The screen output of computer games, for example, can be highly creative and thus enjoy similarly strong protection as more traditional works of authorship, such as paintings, novels, or musical compositions. The underlying code of the same games, on the other

hand, is usually more functional in nature, derives value from execution efficiency as opposed to artistic creativity, and contains a thinner layer of copyrightable expression (over uncopyrightable functionality). Copyright protection excludes interfaces and lock-out mechanisms if duplication or adaptation is necessary to overcome such mechanisms and establish interoperability between programs, because idea and expression merge when there is only one way the code at issue can be written in order to achieve the desired functionality.

Thus, one can further refine the general test formulated at the end of Part III of this Article: a combination of a copyrightable computer program with another constitutes a derivative work of the program if the combination (a) is sufficiently permanent, (b) contains significant and creative portions of the program as opposed to interface information or purely functional incorporation of lock-out code, (c) is creative in its own right as opposed to representing the only or most efficient technical combination solution, and (d) involves significant and creative internal changes to the other program that cannot be easily separated or distinguished from the other program. If the adapted portions or the changes caused by the combination are not creative, but merely functional in nature, the combination will not constitute a derivative work. If a software combination does not involve such qualified internal changes to the combined program(s), it may constitute a compilation or fall outside the scope of copyright law altogether.

V. SOFTWARE COMBINATIONS UNDER COPYRIGHT LAW

In this Part, the abstract rule developed in the previous Sections is illustrated and further refined through application to a few common technical and commercial scenarios. A number of definitions and general explanations (Section A) are followed by five hypotheticals (Sections B through F) and a summary (Section G).

93. The hypotheticals are based on factual scenarios discussed in the existing case law, but simplified to address only issues relevant for purposes of this Article and expanded to allow a review of surrounding questions. The assessment of the hypotheticals generally comes to the same ultimate conclusions as the courts did in the underlying cases, except, however, that it is not entirely clear whether Dun & Bradstreet addressed static (as assumed herein) or dynamic linking and whether the courts in Micro Star and Midway relied (or should have relied) on direct or indirect (as assumed herein) infringement. Dun & Bradstreet Software Servs., Inc. v. Grace Consulting, Inc., 307 F.3d 197 (3d Cir. 2002); Micro Star v. Formgen, 154 F.3d 1107 (9th Cir. 1998); Midway Mfg. v. Artic Int'l, Inc., 704 F.2d 1009 (7th Cir. 1983).
A. Software Combinations Viewed from Different Technical Perspectives

Before attempting to shed some light on technical details, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of this effort. Computer science and information technology are complex and rapidly evolving disciplines, and much of the applicable terminology, details, and context are specific to particular programming architectures. Thus, this Article must address technical details in a simplified and exemplary manner, guided by the objective of illustrating the relevant legal principles. Along those lines, this Article refers to different types of software loosely as “software” or “computer programs” and mentions characteristics of applications, libraries, drivers, operating systems, and other categories of software only to the extent it is relevant for purposes of the legal analysis. Subject to these caveats, it is important to realize at the outset of any copyright analysis that (a) the installation and execution of any computer program involves countless instances of copying in excerpts, mixed up with bits of other software and dictated by data storage efficiency requirements, and (b) interoperations between programs can be achieved in many technical ways, which are dictated by program interoperability and efficiency requirements.

1. Physical and Logical View of Computer Programs in Combination

Software users are accustomed to the logical view of programs, which is provided and managed by the Operating System’s (OS) File System (FS). In the Microsoft Windows environment, users can see each application (for example, Adobe Reader, Microsoft Word, Outlook, and PowerPoint) separately, which are distinguishable as installed (through Windows Explorer), as copied to RAM, and as executed by the computer processor (CPU).

Physically, however, the bits of data comprising the various computer programs are located on various different places on the media providing the memory space, such as a memory stick, floppy disc, CD, computer hard disc, RAM, and CPU cache memory. The physical arrangement of the data bits serves purely technical storage efficiency considerations and bears little or no relationship to the logical function of the various programs. In order to save space and preserve execution speed, each of the

different types of memory usually contains different amounts of code of a particular program.

A good example is a typical software installation from a CD to a personal computer’s hard disc, followed by execution of the program from the hard disc. The full amount of the applications’ electronic data (object code, date files, libraries) comes on a CD set. Based on whether the installation is full or partial, some portion of this electronic data is installed (copied) on the hard drive, where it is parceled up and placed into various spaces on the disc (entirely unrelated to the logical context of the application; for example, bits and pieces of code related to Word will sit right next to, and intermingled with, pieces of code related to Outlook and Adobe Reader).
During the application execution, usually only a relatively small portion of these data are loaded from the hard drive into RAM because not all portions of the program code are typically needed in RAM.\textsuperscript{95} The CPU accesses the electronic data on the RAM and during the operation will

\textsuperscript{95} In general terms, there are differences in the amounts of space and availability relatively in a hard disc, RAM, cache, and registers. For example, Microsoft Office suite has many features that are not required in the day-do-day operation. Most Word installations do not need to copy Equations Editor and not all design templates are needed in Power Point. Thus, for execution (i.e., use), computers create "excerpts" of software, based on purely functional and efficiency considerations.
copy some smaller amount of the data into the cache memory of the CPU (L1 or L2 cache), where the data reside only for extremely short time periods and can be accessed and executed much faster than in RAM. During the operation of the CPU, much fewer data are copied into the CPU registers, which compose a minuscule amount of memory inside the CPU. The closer that memory is to the CPU, where all data are processed via "current" and "no current" signals, the more accessible (faster) and smaller in size it is, and the shorter the time it is stored.

If one were to draw up a physical map to identify where the various portions of a particular program reside on a hard drive or in RAM, alone or in combination with other programs, one would find them mixed up with bits and pieces from other programs all over the storage media—like dozens of CD pieces mixed up on a pavement after falling from a twelve story building or a truck load of books and newspaper stamped into pulp in a recycling factory.

Figure 2: The physical address space of applications is mixed on RAM.


98. See supra p. 24, Fig.1, Physical View.
In order to ensure that program data storage and execution is efficient and that separate programs do not interfere on a logical level, the OS and its components allocate different memory spaces to each program on the hard drive, in RAM and cache, and translate between the human view and the computer view. Often, the amount of memory needed by applications is not available in RAM and memory pages are copied back and forth between the RAM and the hard drive. While running many applications or applications that require more memory than is available in RAM, personal computer users can see the disc light blinking and hear the disc drive working. This copying back and forth between the RAM and the hard disc is called "paging" and is part of the virtual memory mechanism. Virtual memory addressing allows the operating system to manage the memory with non-contiguous address space in the interest of storage and execution efficiency. The cost of address space on RAM is much more expensive than the cost of address space on hard disc, while RAM access is much faster and available to the CPU.

Figure 3: Virtual memory address space on RAM and hard disc

These examples illustrate that from a purely physical perspective, computer program code is constantly copied, in excerpts, and intermingled with excerpts of other code: on a hard disc, in RAM, and in CPU cache. These activities are dictated entirely by external functionality requirements (storage and execution efficiency) and are completely unrelated to particular software applications or the creative expression embodied in them. Therefore, the dissection and combination events occurring on a physical level seem generally irrelevant for purposes of copyright law analysis. In-

instead, copyright analysis should focus on the logical perspective, which views programs as separate works based on how they are written by their authors and perceived by their users.

2. Interoperations and Data Communications Between Programs

Interoperability and communications between applications in a computer system are mainly realized through Inter-Process Communication (IPC). A number of different mechanisms are available, including the following: signals provide one-way asynchronous communications between application processes; a process sends a signal to a target process, and the operating system generates an event to the target application; and the target application has a signal handler to handle those signals respectively for further actions. Named pipes are a pre-defined pipeline in the computer system and provide one-way communication between application processes. Usually two applications attach to a named pipe; one application writes to the pipeline while the other application reads from the pipeline. An application can use a file to input and output data, in binary or text format.

Application communications can be realized by opening the file to read or write data. Shared memory uses a section of RAM to store data that is shared between applications. Shared memory provides a communication mechanism between applications by allowing applications to access the memory to read and write data. In addition, sockets provide a data transport application program interface (API) for a network. A socket is generally bound to the network transport protocol such as TCP/IP, including a host IP address, a protocol (TCP or UDP), and a port number. Typically, an application opens a socket and listens on a certain port number, while another application, which can run locally or remotely, opens a socket and connects to the listening sockets. After the connection is completed, the two applications can perform a two-way communication, so they can read and write to each other. All these IPC mechanisms achieve different levels of communication and interoperability efficiency, but programs that are combined through such IPC mechanisms remain separate and distinguishable in the logical program view. The selection of the most appropriate IPC is dictated by external functionality requirements (a question of which IPC will allow efficient interop-

100. Id. at 727-28.
101. Id.
103. Id.
erability). Hence, programs combined like this would generally not be considered part of a larger derivative work due to a lack of combination creativity and significant internal changes, as the following hypothetical situations will further illustrate.

B. Package with Programs of Isolated Functionality

1. Basic Hypothetical

A reseller buys application programs from two software manufacturers. The applications have isolated, independent functionality (e.g., two alternative photo editors) that do not interact with each other. Each manufacturer ships its respective program on pre-packaged CDs to the reseller. The reseller takes one pre-packaged CD from each manufacturer and places them in a cardboard box to sell them in combination. Consumers purchase the two-CD packages and usually install only one of the two alternative programs on a personal computer.

2. Assessment

The combination of the programs in a sales package is too loose and detachable, and not sufficiently creative, to qualify as a protectable work for purposes of copyright law. Thus, due to its lack of fixation and originality, the combination would also not qualify as a derivative work, collective work, or compilation. Further, neither the reseller nor any consumers make any changes to the programs and the consumers do not typically install the programs on the same hardware or execute programs in the same RAM. Thus, the programs do not modify each other even temporarily. This is another reason why neither the reseller nor the consumers create derivative works by distributing, installing, or executing the programs in combination.

3. Variations

The assessment should not change if the reseller receives golden masters for duplication from the two software manufacturers, and then copies

104. See Bucklew v. Hawkins, 329 F.3d 923, 930 (7th Cir. 2003). The court in Bucklew noted that unauthorized combination of copyrighted works might be allowed where:

[the] original expression added by the unauthorized preparer of a derivative work is clearly detachable from the original work itself, so that no confusion, or disruption of the copyright owner's plans for the exploitation of his work, would be created by allowing the unauthorized preparer to copyright his original expression.

Id.
two programs on one CD or the hard drive of a personal computer. The fixation requirement for a compilation would be met under such circumstances, but the selection could still not qualify as creative enough in nature to comprise a copyrighted compilation. Physically, the programs' individual bits of data would stay fairly separate on the CD where data are organized sequentially, but would be "mixed up" on the hard drive of the personal computer. The sequential arrangement of data bits on the CD and the "mix up" of data bits on the PC hard drive, at the physical level, do not involve even a spark of creativity with respect to the software itself, because the storage arrangements are dictated entirely by technical storage efficiency and functionality requirements. Therefore, the physical arrangement lacks creative internal changes required to qualify as a derivative work. From a logical perspective, the two programs remain entirely separate and detachable on either disc (CD and hard drive) and will be perceived and interpreted by any computer user as separate, unrelated programs.

C. Modification of Screen Output Through Software Combination

1. Hypothetical

Company A makes video games that consist of three programs, which are delivered as separate object code files on a CD: a game engine program, a source art library, and a MAP file. Consumers who purchase a game CD receive an express license to install and play the game uploaded into the RAM of a computer, but not a right to create derivative works. Printed on a piece of paper, the object code of each of the three programs would appear as thousands of lines of zeros and ones. The source code would appear as a set of instructions to a machine to create a certain screen output, which audio-visualizes the story of a fighter who is to some extent controlled by the game player and who has to confront various enemies and challenges in numerous fantasy worlds depicted by different background environments and game levels.

In the RAM of a computer, the three programs' individual instructions are stored in different address spaces where they are accessed by the CPU for execution. During execution, the programs automatically call on each other through links embodied in the programs. The game engine program instructs the computer when to read data, save and load games, play

105. The details of this hypothetical are adapted from Micro Star v. Formgen, 154 F.3d 1107 (9th Cir. 1998), Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo of America, Inc., 964 F.2d 965 (9th Cir. 1992), and Midway Manufacturing v. Artic International, Inc., 704 F.2d 1009 (7th Cir. 1983).
sounds, and project images onto the screen. In order to create the audio-
visual display for a particular game level, the game engine calls the MAP
file, which contains a series of instructions that tell the game engine (and,
through it, the computer) what artwork from the source art library (e.g., a
mountain, city, or tree) to display where on the screen. For instance, the
MAP file might indicate that the scuba gear should be at the bottom of the
screen. The game engine then goes to the source art library, finds the im-
age of the scuba gear, and displays it at the screen location specified by
the MAP file. The MAP file describes the level environment in painstak-
ing detail, but it does not actually contain any of the art itself; everything
that appears on the screen actually comes from the source art library pro-
gram. The creation of the game’s audiovisual display functions similar as
a paint-by-numbers kit: The MAP file tells the engine program to put blue
paint in section number 565, but it does not contain any blue paint itself;
the blue paint comes from a palette, which is the low-tech analog of the
source art library, while the painter plays the role of the game engine.106

Company B enters the market and sells add-on products that enable
consumers to manipulate the screen output of Company A’s games by
speeding up the game sequence,107 changing existing parameters (speed or
strength of game characters),108 or correcting errors.109 Company C creates
new MAP files that contain instructions for alternative combinations of
game level environments (e.g., with new creative arrangements of back-
grounds and threat-posing characters).110 The underlying code of the add-
on programs does not bear any resemblance to Company A’s code at the
source or object code level.

Consumers purchase and install copies of the add-on programs devel-
oped by Companies B and C on the same computer as Company A’s
games and execute them simultaneously. Each of the add-on programs is
executed in a different memory address space of the computer’s RAM.
They provide additional instructions to the computer, which result in
modified screen outputs during the execution of the programs. Depending
on how the game is played, the computer will execute the programs in dif-
ferent sequences and variations. When consumers finish playing, they

106. See Micro Star, 154 F.3d at 1110.
107. In Midway Manufacturing v. Artic International, Inc., this result was achieved
through a circuit board as opposed to software, which is not relevant for purposes of
copyright law, because 17 U.S.C. § 106(2) prohibits any adaptations regardless of the
technical means of creation. Midway, 704 F.2d at 1009-10.
108. Lewis Galoob Toys, 964 F.2d at 967.
109. Lewis Galoob Toys addresses add-on spell-check programs in dictum. Id. at 969.
110. Micro Star, 154 F.3d at 1110, 1112.
close the programs and no permanent changes remain in the copy of Company A’s game that is installed on the hard disc.

2. Assessment

The object and source code of Company A’s game engine program and MAP file each constitute a literary work; assuming a minimal creative spark, these programs are sufficiently original to enjoy protection against literal copying. The source art library program, on the other hand, constitutes a collection of instructions, arranged to optimize access by the MAP file and game engine program, to create the various background items. While individual items may be copyrightable, their arrangement seems purely functional and thus not sufficiently creative to constitute a collective work or other compilation.

When executed in combination, the three programs create game sequences with a reasonably consistent plot, set of characters, and background variations. This screen output is protectable as an audiovisual work.

After the development process, Companies B and C distribute their add-on programs independently from Company A’s games. The add-on programs do not contain any expression taken from Company A’s copyrighted games at the code or screen output level. Since derivative works and compilations by definition require content from other works, the add-on products themselves cannot qualify as either. Nevertheless, since B

111. See supra Section III.A.
112. See supra Section III.C.
113. See generally Stern Elecs., Inc. v. Kaufman, 669 F.2d 852 (2d Cir. 1982).
114. 17 U.S.C. § 102(a); Stern Elecs., 669 F.2d at 855-56.
115. It seems likely—yet outside the scope of the hypothetical—that in the process of developing its products, Company B may have modified the copyrighted software of Company A products. However, such preparatory activities are subject to a number of different considerations, including the Fair Use doctrine. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. §§ 107, 1201(f) (2000); Sony Computer Entm’t, Inc. v. Connectix Co., 203 F.3d 596, 602 (9th Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 871 (2000); Sega Enters., Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510, 1520 (9th Cir. 1992).
116. In both Micro Star v. Formgen, 154 F.3d 1107 (9th Cir. 1998), and Midway Manufacturing v. Artic International, Inc., 704 F.2d 1009 (7th Cir. 1983), the court did not explain whether add-on products even had a user-interface or any independent screen output.
117. See Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 964 F.2d 965, 969 (9th Cir. 1992) (distinguishing Midway by pointing out that Galoob’s add-on module for the Nintendo system, the Game Genie, “does not physically incorporate a portion of the copyrighted work [such as the Nintendo console or games].”). But see Mitchell L. Stoltz, Note, The Penguin Paradox: How the Scope of Derivative Works in Copyright Affects the Effectiveness of the GNU GPL, 85 B.U. L. REV. 1439, 1458 (2005) [hereinafter Stoltz,
and C make, advertise, and distribute their add-on programs for the sole intended purpose that users combine the add-on programs with A’s games, B and C would be contributorily liable for their customers’ actions. 118

Consumers execute the add-on programs simultaneously with the game programs to modify the game’s screen output. These combinations affect the games at two levels: (i) the screen output, which is protected as an audiovisual work and (ii) the underlying code, which is protected as a literary work. The combination of each add-on program with the game is illegal if an unauthorized derivative work is created at either level. Whether the combination creates a derivative work depends on whether the combination (a) is sufficiently permanent, (b) contains significant and creative portions of the program(s), (c) is creative in its own right, and (d) involves significant and creative internal changes to the other program that cannot be easily separated or distinguished from the other program.

a) Screen-Output Level

i) Permanence

By deploying Company B’s add-on products, the consumers do not permanently modify Company A’s game screen outputs. At the end of the combined use of Company A’s and Company B’s products, Company A’s software is back to “normal”—if the users execute the games next time without the add-on programs, the screen output will be exactly as designed by Company A. Thus, the consumers do not create permanent derivative works through the combination with the add-on programs. While the games and add-on programs are in RAM, however, users can manipulate the speed and other aspects of the games through the add-on products made by Company B, and the MAP files supplied by Company C provide new game level background environments. RAM copies are generally suf-


Penguin Paradox. In both Micro Star, 154 F.3d 1107, and Midway, 704 F.2d 1009, the courts seemed less concerned with this requirement and focused on the respective “story lines” being retold by the makers of the add-on. However, the facts in either case would also seem to support a finding of infringement based on a contributory liability theory, and in that context, the derivative work could have been the audio-visual work created by the end user through the combination of the add-on program with the original game. Thus, it does not seem that these cases create authority for a general proposition that an add-on program on its own—outside the context of the intended combination work—can constitute a derivative work or compilation.
ficiently permanent fixations for purposes of copyright law. Yet, the manipulations made by players through the add-ons supplied by Company B are fleeting in nature, and will differ during each game session. Therefore, they lack the minimum permanence required to qualify as derivative works. The MAP files supplied by Company C, on the other hand, are permanent in nature and always create the same art combinations in conjunction with the source art library files. Thus, the MAP files create combinations that are sufficiently permanent to constitute derivative works or compilations.121

ii) Substantial and Creative Portions

Upon execution of the add-on products, the screen outputs still comprise only artwork created by Company A because all background items originate from Company A’s source art library program. Some of the individual art items are most likely sufficiently creative to qualify for copyright protection. Therefore, the screen outputs created by the combination of the game programs and any of the add-on programs contain substantial and creative portions from Company A’s copyrighted programs.

iii) Combination Creativity

The next question, then, is whether the changes to the screen outputs created by the combination of the games and the add-on programs are merely functional or sufficiently creative. Simple changes to the speed of program execution, game character parameters, and error corrections caused by Company B’s add-on programs will typically not meet

119. MAI Sys. Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 518 (9th Cir. 1993) (“After reviewing the record, we find no specific facts (and Peak points to none) which indicate that the copy created in the RAM is not fixed.”).

120. According to Lewis Galoob Toys, 964 F.2d at 967-68, fixation is only relevant for the question whether derivative works are protectable, not whether they infringe; however, in order to infringe, derivative works have to exist in a “concrete or permanent” form. See also Micro Star, 154 F.3d at 1110-11; 2 Nimmer on Copyright, supra note 11, § 8.09[A] (requiring “permanence”).


122. Lewis Galoob Toys, 964 F.2d at 969. In 1983, the Seventh Circuit came to the same conclusion regarding a lack of creativity, yet ultimately found for infringement due to a perceived need to honor the equities involved in the case outside the scope of the Copyright Act: “[T]he amount by which the language of Section 101 must be stretched to accommodate speeded-up video games is, we believe, within the limits within which Congress wanted the new Act to operate.” Midway, 704 F.2d at 1014. Such a pure economic analysis does not seem justifiable anymore post-Feist. See Feist v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991).

123. Lewis Galoob Toys, 964 F.2d at 967.

124. Id. at 969 (addressing add-on spell-check programs in dictum).
even minimal creativity requirements, whereas the detailed rearrangement of background motives from the source art library program caused by Company C’s program will typically suffice.\footnote{Micro Star, 154 F.3d at 1111-12.}

iv) Significant Internal Changes

Whether or not the combination causes internal changes to existing copyrighted works determines whether the combination can qualify as a derivative work (as opposed to a compilation or other arrangement). By rearranging the items or sequence of events on the screen outputs designed by Company A, all add-on products apply internal changes to the audiovisual work(s) created by Company A. In the case of Company C’s MAP files, the changes seem significant, whereas the mere manipulation of the playing speed caused by Company B’s add-ons will likely not suffice.\footnote{For instance, a DJ would not create a derivative work by playing at 45 RPMs a musical record designated for 33 RPM speed. See Midway, 704 F.2d at 1013. Similarly, small add-on toolbars to internet browsers or additional menu features for other programs may not qualify as “significant” in the generally functional user interface environment. See generally Lotus Dev. Corp. v. Borland Int’l, 49 F.3d 807, 815-16 (1st Cir. 1995.).}

v) Conclusion

When executed in combination with the games, Company C’s add-on program creates a derivative work of Company A’s screen outputs. Combinations with Company B’s add-on programs, on the other hand, lack sufficient permanence, significant internal changes, and creativity to qualify as derivative works. Therefore, consumers, and contributorily, Company C, would infringe on Company’s A’s adaptation right to the screen outputs by deploying Company C’s add-on program, whereas Company B does not infringe on Company A’s adaptation right.

b) Underlying Code

Given how different the software at issue looks at the code and screen output levels, it is not surprising that the characteristics of the respective combinations also show some distinctions:

i) Permanence

The combination of Company A’s game engine code and the add-ons made by Companies B and C depends much on user interaction and does not meet the permanence requirement at the code level either. The same is true for any combinations that occur in CPU cache, given the fleeting na-
ture of these extremely short-lived copies in the execution process.\(^\text{127}\) The interaction between Company C's MAP file and the source art library, on the other hand, occurs in a similar way whenever the two programs are executed in combination, which indicates some form of permanency. Yet, given the fact that the RAM copies and execution sequences are logically separated in RAM (in different address space) and on the hard drive of the computer, the combination of the executables appears too detached\(^\text{128}\) and separate to qualify as a permanent combination for purposes of constituting a derivative work or compilation.

ii) Substantial and Creative Portions

If one were to focus on the physical view and consider the functionally segmented aggregation of programs in RAM a permanent combination—contrary to the preceding assessment—the substantiality requirement would be met. During execution, the RAM contains large portions of Company A's code, which contains at least some creative portions.

iii) Combination Creativity

One must examine the question of whether the changes to the RAM copy created by the combination of the games and the add-on programs are merely functional or sufficiently creative separately from the question of whether the changes to the screen output are functional or creative.\(^\text{129}\) In this context, the idea-expression merger phenomenon comes into play: If there is only one efficient mechanism to manipulate game sequence, change game character parameters, correct errors, or compile level background artwork, then the software implementation of this mechanism cannot qualify as creative for copyright purposes because the functional requirements do not leave any room for creativity.\(^\text{130}\)

iv) Significant Internal Changes

Whether or not the combination causes significant and creative internal changes to existing copyrighted works determines whether a combination that otherwise qualifies as a copyrightable work will qualify as a derivative work or a compilation. The screen outputs of Company A's games constitute works in their own right, and by rearranging the items or sequence of events on the screen outputs, all add-on products apply internal

---

129. The latter question is examined *supra* Section V.C.2.a.
130. *See supra* Section IV.B.
changes to the work(s) created by Company A. 131 On the code level, however, the situation looks quite different. 132 From a logical perspective, Company A's underlying programs and subprograms remain separate literary works, consisting of instructions to a computer which are formed and arranged for a purely functional reason, namely, to cause the desired changes on the screen output level. Company C's MAP file does not make any internal changes to the source art library program; it merely calls individual items from the library into RAM in a different manner than Company A's MAP file would have. Therefore, at the code level, Company C's MAP file lacks another requirement to qualify as a derivative literary work of Company A's game program code: significant and creative internal changes. Consequently, at the code level, Company C's program constitutes a new (non-derivative) work.

v) Conclusion

At the code level, combinations with the add-on programs do not qualify as derivative works because the combination lacks permanency and typically also combination creativity (the means to achieve interoperability are dictated by externalities). Even if any combination creativity was present, the add-on programs could only qualify as compilations, which would not affect Company A's adaptation right under Section 106(2) of the Copyright Act, 133 due to the lack of internal changes.

D. Add-on Product with Static or Dynamic Links, but with No Impact on Screen Output

1. Hypothetical

Company A owns and markets a payroll management software package that consists of numerous programs, including database software in which employers can store human resources data and an application program ("AW-2") that allows employers to create W-2 year-end reports for

131. See supra Section V.A.

132. In Micro Star v. Formgen, the court clarified that the infringed work at issue was the audiovisual screen output and story line; thus, the fact that the underlying code was not changed did not matter for the outcome of the case. 154 F.3d 1107, 1112 (9th Cir. 1998). The courts in Sega Enterprises, Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510 (9th Cir. 1992), and Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. v. Connectix Co., 203 F.3d 596 (9th Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 871 (2000), did not even discuss a potential adaptation right infringement through code combinations during the execution phase.


134. These facts are adapted from Dun & Bradstreet Software Services, Inc. v. Grace Consulting, Inc., 307 F.3d 197 (3d Cir. 2002), but are subject to clarifications and intentional modifications.
income tax purposes. Customers receive the program package under a license that permits installation and execution and prohibits the creation of derivative works.

Company B develops a substitute W-2 application program ("BW-2") and markets it to Company A’s customers. BW-2 comes with a separate user interface and neither its code, its user interface, nor any screen output of BW-2 contains any elements of AW-2. However, BW-2 must extract data from the human resources database in order to perform its functions. Thus, BW-2 has to interact with Company A’s database software. For example, if a payroll administrator enters “Create W-2 report for John Doe,” BW-2 sends commands to Company A’s database software to find the information required for the report. In order to ensure Company A’s program understands the requests from BW-2, Company B must use certain commands and interface specifications defined by Company A. Also, BW-2 calls on other functions offered by sub-programs or libraries in Company A’s overall payroll management software package, such as scripts, macros, mathematical calculations, and currency conversion. Once BW-2 has gathered all the required information, it creates John Doe’s W-2 report, which the payroll administrator can then save and print.

Company B can achieve interoperability through static or dynamic links. If Company B follows the static linking approach, it permanently copies and pastes necessary commands and other code lines from Company A’s programs into the BW-2 code; this action would usually occur at the source code level prior to compilation into object code. Thus, on the CD delivered by Company B, the copies of the BW-2 code would actually contain copied portions of code written by Company A developers. In the dynamic linking option, on the other hand, Company B programs call

135. For an explanation of static linking in the context of a library program, see Wikipedia.org, Static Library, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_Library (last visited Jan. 21, 2006). The Static Library provides that:

[i]n computer science, a static library, also referred to as a statically linked library, is a computer library in which links are resolved at compile-time by a linker. Static libraries may be merged with other libraries and executables to form a single object file, or they may be loaded at run-time into the address space of the linking executable or library, at a static memory offset determined at link-time.

Id.

136. For an explanation of dynamic linking in the context of a library program, see Wikipedia.org, Dynamic Linking, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_linking (last visited Jan. 21, 2006). An explication of dynamic linking has been provided as the following:

Dynamic linking means that the data in a library is not copied into a new executable or library at compile time, but remains in a separate file
functions into BW-2 that instruct the computer to obtain certain data or other input by executing a Company A program (in a separate address space of the RAM). Subsequently, after the Company A program produces certain data results, Company B’s call functions instruct the computer to resume the execution of BW-2 with the input so obtained.\textsuperscript{137}

2. Assessment

BW-2 does not impact the screen output or user interface of Company A’s programs, so it does not create a derivative pictorial or audiovisual work. At the actual code level, however, software combinations occur both in the static and dynamic linking scenario. Such combination would qualify as a derivative work of Company A’s programs if the combination (i) is sufficiently permanent, (ii) contains significant and creative portions of Company A’s programs, (iii) is creative in its own right, and (iv) involves significant and creative internal changes to Company A’s program(s) that one cannot easily separate or distinguish.

\textsuperscript{137} See Dun & Bradstreet, 307 F.3d at 204-05, 208, 213 (describing dynamic linking, but also mentioning that Grace’s substitute “W-2 program actually consists of 62% Geac code,” and that “Grace admitted that the installation, testing, compiling and link editing of its W-2 programs required copying Geac’s software and link editing the Geac code,” which seems to describe static linking). Grace asserted that its W-2 program accessed customer’s data, not Geac’s copyrighted code. \textit{Id.} at 212; see also 2 \textsc{Nimmer on Copyright, supra} note 11, § 8.08[D][2]; David McGowan, \textit{Legal Aspects of Free and Open Source Software} 23 (2005), http://www.cogsci.ucsd.edu/~rik/courses/readings/McGowanD-OpenSource.pdf [hereinafter McGowan].
a) Permanence

In the static link scenario, the combination is permanent because the copied sections of Company A’s code appear within the code lines of Company B’s code. The combination created by dynamic links, on the other hand, does not appear to be permanent for two reasons. First, the dynamic links are activated by a user requesting a particular operation from the BW-2 program, and therefore the precise character of the combination will be different each time the programs are executed. Second, the programs appear in separate address space of RAM and are connected only through sequential calls, so they do not permanently become part of a larger work.

b) Substantial and Creative Portions

In the static link scenario, BW-2 incorporates significant amounts of code from Company A’s program(s) into its own code, which will typically result in the adoption of substantial and creative portions of copyrighted code owned by Company A. However, in the dynamic link scenario, the code lines whose functionality is required are not incorporated, but rather executed by the computer separately and in sequence. In order to reach the desired functions in the Company A programs, BW-2 may have to copy some necessary interface code lines, which are typically neither substantial nor creative.

c) Combination Creativity

The creativity aspect does not seem to depend on the method of linking (static or dynamic). Either way, the combination serves the sole purpose of extracting data or functions from one program and sharing them with another. If Company B limits the combination to the absolute minimum necessary for functionality purposes, the combination itself should generally be classified as purely functional and, therefore, not sufficiently creative to constitute a derivative work or a compilation.

138. Company A’s duplication right is infringed as well.
139. The computer executes BW-2 until it calls for a function that is only available from a Company A program. The computer then executes the Company A program, until the requested result is available and subsequently uses this result to continue the execution of BW-2. The execution of the linked code in RAM is generally permitted under the applicable license agreements. See 2 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 8.08[D][2].
141. See Sony Computer Entm’t, Inc. v. Connectix Co., 203 F.3d 596, 602-03 (9th Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 871 (2000); Sega Enters., Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc., 977 F.2d 1510, 1522-23 (9th Cir. 1992). The practical relevance of this assessment is greater
d) Significant Internal Changes

Assuming all other requirements are met, a classification as a derivative work or compilation can depend on the linking technique. In the static link solution alternative, Company B permanently copies and pastes lines of code from Company A’s copyrighted programs into the context of Company B’s own code. If such code lines are taken out of a creative context (as opposed to a merely functional aggregation), this would involve internal changes to a copyrighted work owned by Company A. If, however, Company B incorporates entire subprograms, which are works in their own right, the combination product may lack significant internal changes to Company A’s works. Also, in the dynamic link solution alternative, Company A’s code remains generally unchanged, viewed from a logical perspective, even in RAM where the programs are kept in different address spaces. Thus, the requirement of significant internal changes is typically not met by a software combination created through dynamic linking or by statically linking detachable subprograms.

e) Summary

Software combinations that pursue functional goals and do not involve changes to, or combinations of, screen outputs or user interfaces will typically not meet the creativity requirement to qualify as derivative works. Additionally, dynamic link solutions will typically lack the permanence, substantial and creative elements, and internal changes elements of derivative works. Static link solutions that do not qualify as derivative works nevertheless typically infringe the duplication right to the linked program.
E. Web Linking

1. Hypothetical

X makes various articles and other information on currencies as well as a number of currency conversion programs (with simple user interfaces) available through her home page. Y has an entirely separate website on which he recommends various websites with hyperlinks, including X’s homepage. If a website visitor clicks on the hyperlink to X’s page, Y’s website disappears and X’s website appears in the visitor’s browser. Z programs her own website with “in-line linking” references to X’s currency conversion programs; visitors of Z’s website see X’s currency conversion program interfaces as part of Z’s website.\(^\text{143}\)

2. Assessment of Y’s Hyperlinks

Y creates a combination between his and other websites through hyperlinks. The permanence of the links collection resembles more the dynamic link solution discussed above in Section V.D than the MAP file scenario discussed in Section V.C because user interaction is required to realize any combination. Y’s hyperlinks do not adopt “significant portions” of X’s website, since the linked pages are displayed separately and after Y’s home page is processed. Finally, Y’s hyperlinks do not cause any internal changes to X’s website or the website of others. Thus, Y’s link collection does not constitute a derivative work in combination with the linked websites.

3. Assessment of Z’s Inlinks

Any visitor of Z’s website sees the same combination of Z’s website and elements from X’s website. This combination takes X’s user interfaces out of the context of X’s home page and combines them with Z’s own website layout. Thus, the “permanency” and “substantial and creative portions” requirements seem generally fulfilled. If the combination is sufficiently creative, it would qualify as a derivative work or compilation; if not, it would qualify as a non-literal copy. Whether Z’s in-line links create a derivative work of X’s website, on the one hand, or a compilation or non-copyrightable, functional arrangement of individual works displayed on X’s websites, on the other hand, depends on how creatively the various

items are arranged on the respective websites. While many websites look very similar these days and are designed by functional considerations without much originality or creativity,\textsuperscript{144} it seems more likely that Z's website lacks the elements of a derivative work. In any event, the combination of X's and Z's website elements is not directly realized by Z, but rather by the website visitors. When they visit Z's website, their browsers create the derivative works, compilations, or non-literal copies of X's website. Z could only be contributorily responsible for this result if the combination created by the website visitors' browsers constitutes a derivative work.\textsuperscript{145}

F. Interface Modifications

For completeness sake, one point should be mentioned again at this junction: If programs are not already designed to be interoperable, their combination will often require changes to the program interfaces and possibly other code segments. Such changes typically involve copying and modification of interfaces, which are usually permissible so long as the activities remain limited to that which is absolutely necessary for purposes of achieving interoperability.\textsuperscript{146}

G. Summary

Applying the refined test developed in the previous Part to the examples in this Part confirms results that courts have reached in similar cases,\textsuperscript{147} that is, users do not normally create a derivative work by execut-

\textsuperscript{144}. \textit{But see} MyWebGrocer, L.L.C. v. Hometown Info, Inc., 375 F.3d 190, 193-94 (2d Cir. 2004).

\textsuperscript{145}. If X's website is generally available to the public without password or other restrictions, the website visitors should normally be deemed to receive an implied license to view X's website and the individual elements thereon. Thus, if Z's website does not constitute a derivative work of X's website, X could not succeed in a suit against Z under copyright law, but X may have other cause of actions, for example, under breach of website use contract terms or trademark law. \textit{See}, \textit{e.g.}, Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets.com, Inc., No. 03-55641, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 6227, at *2 (9th Cir. Apr. 11, 2005).

\textsuperscript{146}. This is based on one of a number of threshold requirements and defenses regarding infringement, including the idea/expression merger and the Fair Use doctrine. \textit{See generally} Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc., 381 F.3d 1178 (Fed. Cir. 2004), \textit{cert. denied}, 544 U.S. 923 (2005); Lexmark, 387 F.3d 522; Sony, 464 U.S. 417; Computer Assocs. Int'l v. Altai, Inc., 982 F.2d 693 (2d Cir. 1992); Sega, 977 F.2d 1510.

\textsuperscript{147}. The only exception may be \textit{Dun & Bradstreet Software Services, Inc. v. Grace Consulting, Inc.}, if the software at issue in that case did contain dynamic as opposed to static links, which is not entirely clear from the decision. 307 F.3d 197 (3d Cir. 2002). If so, the case would be at odds with prior cases. \textit{See}, \textit{e.g.}, Lotus Dev. Corp. v. Borland Int'l, 49 F.3d 807 (1st Cir. 1995) (recommending add-on products as an alternative to substitute products with architectural similarities); Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo
ing two separate programs, unless one program significantly and creatively changes the creative screen output of another program. Developers can avoid or at least substantially reduce the risk of becoming liable for infringing duplication or adaptation rights by creating add-on programs using only dynamic linking techniques as opposed to static links.\textsuperscript{148}

Of course, every individual case is different and technology is constantly evolving. Yet, given that the above examples address the main scenarios that have been subject to court decisions or discussion in the GPL-context, it seems that the question raised in the title of this article can tentatively be answered as follows: software combinations do not normally constitute derivative works, or dangerous liaisons—at least not according to the U.S. Copyright Act. The following two Parts of this Article examine whether a review of commercial and open source licensing practices mandates a different answer.

VI. SOFTWARE COMBINATIONS UNDER COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE LICENSES

A copyright owner does not have a statutory right under copyright law to prohibit software combinations, except to the extent that a combination qualifies as a derivative work of the copyright owner's software. Nonetheless, a copyright owner can try to prohibit combinations contractually, whether or not they constitute derivative works. Part VI of this Article examines this potential danger to software developers by briefly reviewing commercial software licensing practices and then discussing laws that limit a copyright owner's ability to contractually prohibit software combinations.

For several reasons discussed in more detail below, copyright owners find contractual or quasi-contractual measures less effective than a statutory prohibition sanctioned by the Copyright Act. First, contract or license

\textsuperscript{148} As noted above, even static linking may not affect the copyright owner's adaptation right to the linked program. For example, the linking program may constitute merely a compilation if it includes copies of entire programs without making internal changes, or it could even constitute an entirely unprotectable combination for lack of combination creativity. Nevertheless, static links will often infringe duplication rights and, therefore, are generally more problematic than dynamic links.
clauses bind only licensees and not the public at large. Second, licensees may simply refuse to agree to such clauses. Third, even if agreed upon, the clauses may be invalid as a matter of statutory law under the doctrine of copyright misuse, competition law, or laws against unfair contract terms as an unlawful attempt to contractually expand exclusivity rights granted and intentionally limited by statute.

Despite such weaknesses, contractual or quasi-contractual clauses can have similar effects as statutory copyright law itself if they appear uniformly in mass-market end user license agreements (EULAs). Just imagine if a dominant software manufacturer, such as Microsoft, included a clause in the EULAs of its Windows and MS Office Suite, which stated that the “licensee agrees that he or she will not install or execute Netscape Navigator, RealNetworks RealPlayer or any other non-Microsoft program on any PC on which Microsoft products are used or installed.” If such a clause appeared in a shrink-wrap or click-through license agreement, many—if not most—consumers would probably accept it without hesitation. If such a clause were also legally valid and enforceable, it could have serious implications for software interoperability.

Given the general freedom of contract and the variety of commercial licensing practices and market situations, the following discussion can only be exemplary in nature and aims to flag potential legal issues. At the same time, it is worth broadening the jurisdictional scope of the discussion given the global reach of most software licenses. Copyright laws are territorial, but fairly harmonized among the many member states of the Berne Convention. Contract and competition laws, on the other hand, vary substantially from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Nevertheless, many software license agreements apply to software use globally and many licensors port their licensing models to other jurisdictions without regard to local laws.

149. See, e.g., Lydia P. Loren, Slaying the Leather—Winged Demons in the Night: Reforming Copyright Owner Contracting with Clickwrap Misuse, 30 OHIO N.U. L. REV. 495, 496 n.6 (2004). Anecdotal evidence suggests that few, if any, consumers ever read such clauses, but instead merely select “I agree” and continue with little hesitation. Based on the evidence discovered in connection with recent antitrust lawsuits against Microsoft, it seems quite possible that OEMs, distributors, and resellers would also have tolerated such clauses in EULAs, because they themselves accepted similar restrictions on higher levels of trade. See United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 60-63 (D.C. Cir. 2001).

German law seems well-suited for comparison because its civil law tradition often differs substantially from the U.S. German courts also have decided many software-related cases that were similar factually to cases that have been brought in the United States.  

A. First Sale Doctrine

First, it is helpful to remember why copyright owners are even able to require end user license agreements in the software field. Copyright owners of other types of works, such as music records, movie DVDs, or books, are usually prevented from soliciting such agreements by the First Sale Doctrine. According to this doctrine, the copyright owner’s exclusive right to prohibit (or permit) further distribution of a particular copy becomes exhausted after that particular copy is sold. Consequently, the first purchaser (e.g., a distributor, retailer, or end user) can freely resell a lawfully acquired copy to a secondary purchaser (e.g., a retailer, a friend, or a used book or CD trader).

The U.S. Supreme Court created the First Sale Doctrine to strike a balance between (a) the interest in rewarding the copyright owner for her creativity with a right to control initial distribution, and (b) the public’s interest in free flow of goods and access to copyrighted works after the copyright owner has been rewarded in connection with the first sale of a particular copy. With respect to software, the traditional First Sale Doctrine alone cannot have the same effect that it does with respect to books or CDs. Software end users usually need to create additional copies in order to enjoy the use of a software copy—typically making one permanent copy in the process of installing the software on the hard drive of a computer and further temporary copies in RAM and CPU cache in the process of executing the program. Neither the First Sale Doctrine nor the first purchaser of a software copy could confer such a right on a secondary


153. Neither the first nor the secondary purchaser is permitted to make any additional copies or prepare derivative works—these rights remain with the copyright owner and are not exhausted after the first sale of a copy.

154. The first case to acknowledge this doctrine was Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 210 U.S. 339 (1908), which prevented the copyright owner from controlling retail pricing through a license condition. See also Determann & Fellmeth, First Sale Doctrine, supra note 151.

purchaser. Therefore, the legislature added the software-specific Section 117(a)(1) to the Copyright Act to complement the First Sale Doctrine:

"[I]t is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer program to make or authorize the making of another copy or adaptation of that computer program provided:

(1) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and that it is used in no other manner . . . ."  

Pursuant to Section 117(a)(1) of the Copyright Act, end users who own software copies are not only permitted to duplicate their software, but also to adapt it as an essential step in the utilization of the software with a machine,  

that is, to create derivative works in the interest of interoperability.

From the outset, software companies have tried to circumvent this law by insisting that they never transfer ownership to copies of their software. With few exceptions, including a relatively recent case, the software industry has been able to prevail by adopting this position in U.S. courts. Therefore, Section 117(a)(1) of the Copyright Act has not had a significant practical effect in terms of authorizing the preparation of derivative works for purposes of achieving interoperability. German courts, on the other hand, have ignored the labels as well as most of the content of software license agreements and have qualified perpetual soft-

---

156. See 2 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 8.08[D]; see also MAI Sys., 991 F.2d at 519 n.6.
158. See, e.g., Krause v. Titleserv, 402 F.3d 119, 125 (2d Cir. 2005).
162. See NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 8.08 [B], [D][2]. But see Krause, 402 F.3d 119.
ware transfers for fixed fees as sales.\textsuperscript{163} This resulted in the availability of a (broader) equivalent of Section 117(a)(1)\textsuperscript{164} for end users, developers, and distributors alike. Moreover, EULAs are often invalid due to a lack of deemed acceptance.\textsuperscript{165}

B. Typical License Clauses

Copyright owners commonly include a number of definitions, limitations, and restrictions regarding permissible software use in their software license agreements regarding, for example, the licensed territory in which the software may be used, the number of copies (archival and production copies) the licensee may create, the type and number of individual end users (e.g., licensee's employees) who may access the software copies, and the type of equipment on which the software may be used (defined by serial number or performance categories, e.g., MIPS, processor speed, etc.).\textsuperscript{166}

Additionally, most commercial software companies typically prohibit any reverse engineering and any modifications to their copyrighted object code.\textsuperscript{167} They may also state that the limited warranty does not cover malfunctions caused by operating the licensed software in conjunction with other software products or programs for which the licensed software is not recommended according to the documentation.

Commercial software license agreements, however, do not commonly contain express prohibitions on executing or combining the licensed software with other products as suggested in the preamble to Part VI of this article. The author of this Article has never seen such a contractual prohibition in any commercial license agreement outside the “free software”

\textsuperscript{163} See Determann & Fellmeth, First Sale Doctrine, supra note 151.

\textsuperscript{164} The German Copyright Act implements Council Directive 91/250/EEC of 14 May 1991 on the legal protection of computer programs, OJ L 122 pp. 42-46, which permits, in Articles 5 and 6, adaptations “where they are necessary for the use of the computer program by the lawful acquirer in accordance with its intended purpose, including for error correction.”

\textsuperscript{165} If an end user does not need a license to execute a program, licensors find it much more difficult to persuade courts that the end user should be deemed to assent by way of implication because he or she tore away a shrink-wrap or clicked on a technically compulsory “accept” button during installation. See, e.g., Jorge L. Contreras & Kenneth H. Slade, Click-Wrap Agreements: Background and Guidelines for Enforceability, 16 COMPUTER UND RECHT INT'L 104, 104-09 (2000).


\textsuperscript{167} See 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A][3][b].
context or encountered any case where a commercial software manufacturer has complained about software combinations, except with respect to video game screen manipulations and cases involving other infringements. Most EULAs are silent on this point and contain relatively broad license grants. This, coupled with the fact that accompanying documentation often expressly contemplates combination with particular products, may be interpreted to permit the preparation of derivative works in the program combination context. If software companies want to prevent consumers from using their programs in combination with other software, the companies usually design the programs or file formats to be incompatible and then take actions based on copyright law against competitors when they try to circumvent the compatibility hurdles.

Thus, it seems that prevailing commercial licensing practices do not necessitate a more cautious answer than that based on statutory copyright law. Yet, given the possibility that commercial licensing practices may change—for example, in response to the “free software” licensing practices discussed in more detail in Part VII—applicable legal limitations are summarized in the remainder of this Part.

C. Statutory Limitations on License Restrictions

As a matter of public policy, restrictions in license agreements (and other contracts, for that matter) are subject to scrutiny under a number of different statutes and legal theories, including competition laws, the doctrine of copyright misuse, and laws against unfair contractual terms.

168. The GPL and other open source license agreements contain such restrictions, but are usually not referred to as “commercial” agreements, even though commercial software companies are using these agreements. See infra Part VI.

169. The computer game cases are addressed supra Part IV. Dun & Bradstreet Software Services, Inc. v. Grace Consulting, Inc., 307 F.3d 197 (3d Cir. 2002) involved numerous other alleged infringements, so that the potential infringement of Geac’s adaptation right was not ultimately dispositive. See also McGowan, supra note 137.

170. For example, many EULAs contain a license to “use” the program. While the term “use” has a specific meaning in the patent context, it is not defined in the Copyright Act and courts have decided that a contractually granted right to “use” may imply broad rights under copyright law, including a right to prepare derivative works. See, e.g., Kennedy v. Nat’l Juvenile Detention Ass’n, 187 F.3d 690, 695 (7th Cir. 1999).

1. **Competition Law**

Section 1 of the U.S. Sherman Act—and numerous laws in other jurisdictions modeled after it—prohibits or restricts contractual restraints of trade. A restraint on trade is any agreement wherein one of the contracting parties is restrained in the manner it conducts business with third parties. Courts in the U.S. qualify relatively few types of restraints as “per se illegal”; they otherwise apply a “rule of reason,” which considers market power as a threshold requirement for antitrust scrutiny. The European Community (EC) follows a similar approach in its block exemption regulations based on Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty. While intellectual property laws do not provide absolute immunity from competition law, competition law does not generally prohibit intellectual property owners from exercising the very “monopoly rights” that intellectual property laws confer upon them. Thus, a copyright owner is generally free to exercise

---

172. The Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1 (2000), provides “Trusts, etc., in restraint of trade illegal; penalty: Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared to be illegal.” Treaty Establishing the European Community, art. 81, Dec. 24, 2002, 2002 O.J. (C 325) 33 provides that “[t]he following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market: all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices which may affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the common market . . . .”


174. See, e.g., WILLIAM C. HOLMES, ANTITRUST LAW HANDBOOK, § 1.04 n.7 (1987).


exclusionary rights and prohibit others from preparing derivative works. If a copyright owner grants conditional permission to prepare derivative works, however, such conditions are fully subject to competition law scrutiny. For example, grant-back clauses (i.e., clauses that allow licensees to further develop licensed technology on the condition that they transfer ownership of all improvements back to the licensor) are considered anticompetitive, because of the potential concentration of additional intellectual property rights under the control of the licensor.

Thus, a licensor can rely on copyright law to contractually prohibit licensees from creating derivative works through software combinations or otherwise. Such a restraint should generally be exempt from antitrust scrutiny as a legitimate exercise of statutory rights granted under copyright law. A licensor that contractually prohibits the combination of its software with any other programs, however, would exceed the safe haven established by copyright law and be subject to full competition law scrutiny. A licensor with appreciable market power risks violating applicable antitrust laws and providing copyright infringers with a defense.

178. See Spindler, supra note 177. For materials on the Noerr Pennington doctrine, see 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A][1]; DOJ, ANTITRUST GUIDELINES, supra note 176, § 2.2.


180. NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A][2].
2. Copyright Misuse

According to the doctrine of copyright misuse, copyright owners may not, through a contract or otherwise,\textsuperscript{181} magnify their rights beyond those sanctioned by the Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{182} The policy behind the doctrine of copyright misuse bears some resemblance to competition law policies. However, two main differences apply: the copyright misuse doctrine provides only a defense, and never an offensive claim, and its viability does not depend on market power of the misuser.\textsuperscript{183}

In the seminal case, \textit{Lasercomb America, Inc. v. Reynolds},\textsuperscript{184} Lasercomb and Holliday Steel were competitors in the manufacture of steel rule dies. Lasercomb developed a software program that directed the mechanized creation of a steel rule die from a computerized template. Reynolds, a computer programmer for Holliday Steel, made unauthorized copies of the program and then marketed a new program that was extremely similar to Lasercomb’s program. A clause in Lasercomb’s standard licensing agreement prohibited the development and distribution of any competing programs.\textsuperscript{185} The court considered this clause to amount to misuse, because the licensor used its limited exclusionary rights under copyright law to prohibit activities entirely outside the scope of its copyright, namely, the independent development of programs with similar functionality. As a consequence, the court denied copyright protection to the copyright owner even though the defendant sold what would otherwise be considered pirated copies and had not even concluded the questionable license agreement.\textsuperscript{186}

\textsuperscript{181} Assessment Techs. v. WIREData, Inc., 350 F.3d 640, 647 (7th Cir. 2003).
\textsuperscript{182} Lasercomb Am., Inc. v. Reynolds, 911 F.2d 970, 977 (4th Cir. 1990); 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A][3][c]; David Nimmer et al., \textit{The Metamorphosis of Contract Into Expand}, 87 CALIF. L. REV. 17 (1999) [hereinafter Nimmer, \textit{Metamorphosis}].
\textsuperscript{183} See 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A][2]; see also Video Pipeline, Inc. v. Buena Vista Home Entm’t, Inc., 342 F.3d 191, 205 (3d Cir. 2003) (finding that copyright misuse may be possible even absent anticompetitive behavior), cert. denied, 540 U.S. 1178 (2004); Alcatel U.S.A., Inc. v. DGI Techs., Inc., 166 F.3d 772, 792 (5th Cir. 1999) (stating that the doctrine of copyright misuse “bars a culpable plaintiff from prevailing on an action for the infringement of the misused copyright”).
\textsuperscript{184} Lasercomb, 911 F.2d 970.
\textsuperscript{185} The clause stated: “Licensee agrees ... that it will not permit or suffer its directors, officers and employees, directly or indirectly, to write, develop, produce or sell computer assisted die making software.” \textit{Id.} at 973.
\textsuperscript{186} Neither Holliday Steel nor Reynolds had signed the licensing agreement or was bound by it; however, the court held that, due to public policy concerns, the copyright misuse defense was available to defendants who had not been injured by the misuse. \textit{Id.} at 979.
Subsequent federal appellate courts have found copyright misuse in a number of other situations: where a copyright owner agreed to license a product in exchange for an agreement by the licensee not to use a competitor's product,\(^{187}\) where a copyright owner used its software copyrights to prevent licensees from substituting hardware supplied by the copyright owner,\(^{188}\) where a copyright owner tried to prohibit criticism in the context in which its copyrighted video clips would appear on licensee's website,\(^{189}\) and where an owner of copyrighted software attempted to use its copyright to prevent access to non-copyrightable data.\(^{190}\) In each instance, the courts were concerned copyright owners could have used their copyrights as leverage to control matters that the legislature intentionally kept outside the scope of the limited copyright "monopoly."\(^{191}\)

Courts that have embraced the doctrine of copyright misuse\(^{192}\) initially adopted a rationale developed in the patent context.\(^{193}\) The doctrine of patent misuse penalizes patent holders who try to expand their limited legal monopoly over the patented invention beyond the "four corners of the patent" and thus upset the balance that patent law has struck between protection and public access.\(^{194}\) In patent cases, courts have found a number of

---

188. Alcatel, 166 F.3d at 793; DSC Commc'ns Corp. v. DGI Techs., Inc., 81 F.3d 597 (5th Cir. 1996). For additional information regarding the history and the results of the proceedings in these related cases, see 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A][2][b] n.45.
191. For an overview, see 4 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 13.09[A].
192. See id., § 13.09[A][2]. Some courts have not been as reluctant. According to Davidson v. Internet Gateway, 334 F. Supp. 2d 1164, 1181 (E.D. Miss. 2004), (citing Schoolhouse, Inc. v. Anderson, No. 91-2324, 2001 WL 1640081, at *7 (D. Minn. Nov. 8, 2001)), the court stated that "[a]buse of copyright is generally recognized as an equitable affirmative defense to a copyright infringement claim."
194. See Morton Salt Co. v. G.S. Suppiger Co., 314 U.S. 488, 492-93 (1942). The legislature somewhat limited the applicability of the patent abuse doctrine in the 1988 Patent Misuse Reform Act, which provides that:

No patent owner otherwise entitled to relief for infringement or contributory infringement of a patent shall be denied relief or deemed guilty of misuse or illegal extension of the patent right by reason of his having done one or more of the following: . . . (5) conditioned the license of any rights to the patent or the sale of the patented product on the acquisition of a license to rights in another patent or purchase of a separate product, unless, in view of the circumstances, the patent owner
licensing practices to be abusive, including royalty requirements for components, territories, or time periods outside the scope of the patent grant, covenants not to deal in competing products, and package licensing.\footnote{35 U.S.C. § 271(d)(4)-(5) (2000).}

A licensor who contractually prohibited the combination of its software with other programs in situations where adaptation rights are not affected would exceed the scope of its copyright by seeking to control external activities and subject matter—namely, the use of independent programs. Depending on the context, such a clause could, in effect, constitute a prohibition on using competing products. In any event, such a clause would limit a licensee’s right to create compilations and non-creative combinations—rights that the Copyright Act declares to be free, in contrast to the right to prepare derivative works.\footnote{195. See generally \textit{6 DONALD S. CHISUM, CHISUM ON PATENTS} § 19.04 (2005).} Thus, such a copyright owner would seem to run a significant risk that a court would classify such a clause as copyright misuse with the dramatic result that the copyright owner would be denied copyright protection even against outright piracy. A licensor who merely prohibits licensees from creating derivative works, as the term is defined by statute and through combinations or otherwise, would generally remain within the scope of its statutory rights and not risk a finding of copyright misuse.


\begin{itemize}
\item has market power in the relevant market for the patent or patented product on which the license or sale is conditioned.
\end{itemize}
One reason for this may be that courts in other jurisdictions find more effective tools to sanction abuse in stricter competition or unfair contract terms laws.

3. Unfair Contract Terms

Clauses in license agreements, as in other contracts, are subject to scrutiny under doctrines such as contract of adhesion and unconscionability. Unilateral licenses, which are permissions subject to certain conditions but do not contemplate the conclusion of a negotiated contract, are generally subject to similar interpretation and limitation rules.

Some foreign jurisdictions apply relatively strict scrutiny when evaluating contracts, especially consumer contracts and contracts between businesses that are not individually negotiated. For example, the European Community has enacted the Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts. Germany has extremely rigid rules on “standard contract terms,” and the UK passed the Unfair Contract Terms Act in 1977. Courts in these jurisdictions usually strike contract clauses in their entirety if they contain sections that are considered to be unfair, and refuse to blue-pencil overreaching clauses (i.e., strike only unfair portions of a clause or otherwise reduce an overreaching clause to what would have been permissible) in order to discourage overreaching contract drafting.

---


199. An adhesion contract is “[a] standard-form contract prepared by one party, to be signed by the party in a weaker position, usu. a consumer, who adheres to the contract with little choice about the terms.” BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 341-42 (8th ed. 2004).

200. Unconscionability is “[t]he principle that a court may refuse to enforce a contract that is unfair or oppressive because of procedural abuses during contract formation or because of overreaching contractual terms, esp. terms that are unreasonably favorable to one party while precluding meaningful choice for the other party.” Id. at 1560-61.

201. See, e.g., Womack+Hampton Architects, L.L.C. v. Metric Holdings Ltd., 102 F. Appx. 374, 378 (5th Cir. 2004); Kennedy v. Nat'l Juvenile Detention Ass'n, 187 F.3d 690, 694 (7th Cir. 1999); Fantastic Fakes, Inc. v. Pickwick Int'l, Inc., 661 F.2d 479, 483 (5th Cir. 1981); Nimmer, Metamorphosis, supra note 182, at 30.


204. Unfair Contract Terms Act, 1977, c. 50, §§ 3-7 (U.K.).

Courts in the United States, on the other hand, generally restrain themselves from questioning contract terms except in extreme circumstances. This has resulted in seemingly unbalanced and poorly considered licensing practices, particularly in the context of shrink-wrap and click-through agreements.²⁰⁶ Litigators have so far attacked such agreements commonly on procedural grounds,²⁰⁷ as the law seems less developed and less favorable on substantive challenges. However, as software companies are updating their contract formation procedures, taking existing case law into consideration, more and more substantive challenges can be expected.

Under general principles of contract law in the United States, a contract of adhesion is a “standardized contract prepared entirely by one party to the transaction for the acceptance of the other.”²⁰⁸ A party presented with a contract of adhesion has no opportunity for bargaining;²⁰⁹ she is forced to accept or reject the contract terms on a “take it or leave it” basis, usually having no other way of obtaining the desired product or service.²¹⁰ A contract is not automatically unenforceable simply because it is formed according to one party’s initiative, without negotiation, and/or using boilerplate terms.²¹¹ However, courts subject contracts of adhesion to heightened scrutiny, inquiring whether their terms fall within the “adhering” party’s reasonable expectations.²¹² Similarly, the doctrine of unconscionability allows courts to refuse to enforce an unconscionable provision in a

²⁰⁶. 1 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, § 3.04[B][3][a]. See generally Mark A. Lemley, Intellectual Property and Shrinkwrap Licenses, 68 S. CALIF. L. REV. 1239 (1995); Loren, supra note 150.

²⁰⁷. Many shrink-wrap and click-wrap cases focus on whether contract formation mechanisms were flawed, e.g., because customers did not receive sufficient notice of the contract terms. See, e.g., Specht v. Netscape Commc’ns, 306 F.3d 17, 31 (2d Cir. 2002); see also Lothar Determann & Saralyn Ang-Olson, Comment on Specht v. Netscape, 6 INTELL. PROP. L. BULL. 38, 39 (2001).


²⁰⁹. Id. at 1039.

²¹⁰. Id.

²¹¹. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 211(1) (1981) (“[W]here a party to an agreement . . . manifests assent to a writing and has reason to believe that like writings are regularly used to embody terms of agreements of the same type, he adopts the writing as an integrated agreement with respect to the terms included in the writing.”).

²¹². Ericksen, Arbuthnot, McCarthy, Kearney & Walsh, Inc. v. 100 Oak Street, 673 P.2d 251, 257 (Cal. 1983).
one-sided contract. The test for unconscionability is "whether, in light of the general background and the needs of a particular case, the clauses involved are so one-sided as to be unconscionable under the circumstances existing at the time of the making of the contract." With respect to the doctrine of copyright misuse and competition law, copyright owners that maneuver within the express grant of rights afforded by the Copyright Act are far less likely to be successfully challenged because it is usually not unfair to contractually exercise rights specifically granted by the legislature. Thus, a copyright owner who simply prohibits the preparation of derivative works in an end user license agreement is generally on safe ground, whereas a licensor who prohibits program combinations without regard to copyright law will more likely be subject to scrutiny under unfair contract terms law.

D. License Scope Definitions vs. License Conditions vs. Contractual Covenants

Copyright owners can largely stay clear of the risks described in the preceding Section if they keep in mind a simple rule: license scope limitations within the concepts expressly provided by copyright law, such as prohibiting the preparation of derivative works, are generally permissible; conditions and covenants that are alien to copyright law, such as prohibiting the execution of one program with another independent program or requiring a grant-back of copyright in modifications, are subject to scrutiny and can be invalid, illegal, and/or copyright misuse.

Conceptually, restrictions can be introduced through different types of mechanisms. The least intrusive of these mechanisms is a license scope

---


214. CAL. CIV. CODE § 1670.5 cmt. 1; see also Cooper v. MRM Inv. Co., 367 F.3d 493, 503-04 (6th Cir. 2004); Davidson v. Internet Gateway, 334 F. Supp. 2d 1164, 1179 (E.D. Miss. 2004). Unconscionability has both a procedural and substantive element. Cooper, 367 F.3d at 503; Freeman v. Wal-mart Stores, Inc., 111 Cal. App. 4th 660, 669 (Ct. App. 2003). Similar to the doctrine of adhesion contracts, the procedural element focuses on oppression or surprise due to unequal bargaining power, and substantive unconscionability focuses on overly harsh or one-sided results. Generally, courts require that both procedural and substantive unconscionability be present, although not to the same degree, before a court will refuse to enforce a contract or clause due to unconscionability. See Freeman, 111 Cal. App. 4th at 669; Pardee Constr. Co. v. Super. Ct. of San Diego County, 100 Cal. App. 4th 1081, 1088 (Ct. App. 2002) ("In other words, the more substantively oppressive the contract term, the less evidence of procedural unconscionability is required to come to the conclusion the term is unenforceable, and vice versa.").

215. Spindler, supra note 177, at 51.

216. Id.
definition, a clause that strives to prevent granting an implied license by clarifying that the copyright owner does not intend to authorize a certain activity. Most intrusive would be a license condition, a clause that conditions the license grant on compliance with all contractual prohibitions in the license agreement. Somewhere in between is a contractual covenant that imposes obligations which the licensor can enforce against the licensee independent of the license grant. The stronger the mechanism, the greater the chance that a court will invalidate an overreaching restriction.

E. Summary

The author of this Article is not aware of any commercial software licenses that try to control software combinations beyond general, unspecific contractual prohibitions of adaptations (which are quite common). If this practice were to change, and copyright owners were to use their rights under copyright law to prohibit software combinations regardless of whether they qualify as derivative works, they would risk running afoul of competition laws, the doctrine of copyright misuse, and laws prohibiting or invalidating unfair contract terms. The extent of the actual risks de-

217. Such a clause could follow the actual license grant and be phrased, for example: Licensor reserves all other rights, including, without limitation, the right to prepare derivative works of the Licensed Software. Licensee understands that Licensor does not positively authorize the installation or execution of any programs made by other manufacturers in combination with the Licensed Software. Whether or not such combinations are permissible depends on applicable law, including, without limitation, 17 U.S.C. § 106(2). Licensee agrees to apply with all applicable laws.

218. Such a clause could follow the actual license grant and be phrased, for example: “Aforesaid license grant is made under the condition that Licensee refrains from installing or executing any programs made by other manufacturers in combination with the Licensed Software. If Licensee violates this condition, the License grant shall immediately expire.” GPL § 4, discussed in more detail in Part VII of this Article, also contains such a condition: “You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.” More commonly in practice—and less clear for licensees and courts—copyright owners preface the license grant sections with a phrase such as “subject to all terms and conditions of this Agreement, Licensor grants Licensee a license to...” and include the limitations as separate restrictions in different clauses without express designation as a license condition.

219. Such a clause could be phrased, for example, in the following manner: “Licensee shall refrain from installing or executing any programs made by other manufacturers in combination with the Licensed Software.” If a licensee violates such a clause, its license rights would not necessarily be affected and the licensor would have to seek recourse based on breach of contract remedies. See, e.g., Sun Microsystems, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 188 F.3d 1115 (9th Cir. 1999).
pends on a number of circumstances, including the intrusiveness of the restriction mechanism (a license condition being more problematic than a scope limitation, for example), the licensor’s market power, and the applicable law. For example, licensors would face relatively high risks under German competition and contracts law, or under the U.S. doctrine of copyright misuse.

VII. SOFTWARE COMBINATIONS UNDER THE GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Since courts first decided to afford copyright protection to computer programs, commercial software development companies have had a strong incentive to avoid reusing existing code owned by others. Independent creation is a defense to copyright infringement, and so software development companies often opt for creating programs from scratch, ideally in a “clean room” environment, so they can prove that their products are not copies of existing programs with similar functionality. Thus, the decision in favor of software copyrightability had a rather dramatic impact on the professional lives and day-to-day activities of programmers: instead of being asked to further develop and improve the “state of the art” and to focus on cutting-edge problems, programmers were asked to spend most of their time reinventing the wheel. Why? Because lawyers did not have the energy or wit to come up with a more fitting intellectual property law regime tailored to software.

220. See Lemley, supra note 83.
221. 3 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, supra note 11, §§ 12.10[B][2][b], 12.11[D].
So, the programmers had their revenge on the lawyers. 224 Programmers invented "copyleft" 225 to fight copyright law, published a manifesto, 226 and created a new set of license terms intended to free software from the shackles and chains of copyright protection and become the new standard for licensing software to the public: the General Public License (GPL). 227 The ultimate goal was to "free" 228 software and spread the "freed software," licensed under the GPL, to replace and ultimately eliminate 229 all proprietary software commercialized through restrictive licensing. 230 Fighting fire with fire, the means to reach this goal would be copyright law: any copyright owner who released software under the GPL would require anybody else to apply the GPL to any new versions of that code and would bring copyright infringement actions against anyone who breached the GPL. Anybody who distributes software outside the scope of the applicable license agreements lacks a valid authorization required by


228. See Free Software Foundation, The Free Software Foundation Definition, http://www.fsf.org/licensing/essays/free-sw.html (last visited Jan. 21, 2006) ("Free software is a matter of the users' freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software.").


the Copyright Act and thus commits copyright infringement. This cunning plan for revenge worked quite well, judging by the increasingly publicized success of the free software movement and the outcries from the legal community and the software companies with proprietary licensing models.

Some commentators note that combinations incorporating code licensed under the GPL are prone to create derivative or "derived" works and consequently infringement risks. In order to determine whether

---

such combinations are as dangerous as these scholars and practitioners suggest, this Part reviews the mechanism of Section 2(b) of the GPL; possible interpretations of the definitional scope of Section 2(b); the potential impact of the First Sale Doctrine; and the potential impact of statutory and other legal limitations on license restrictions in the GPL. It concludes with an assessment that combinations with GPLed code are less dangerous than the GPL’s drafters claim and advances a few recommendations for the current GPL update process.

A. Effects of GPL § 2(b)

Section 2(b) of the GPL requires makers of “derived works” to license those works under the GPL as well:

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1... provided that you also meet all of these conditions: [ . . . ]

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.  

   237

This requirement either has a “viral” or “immunizing”238 effect on licensees, depending on the licensee’s objectives.

237. GPL License, supra note 227, § 2(b).

Section 4 of the GPL clarifies that all of its restrictions operate as conditions and that non-compliance will result in a termination of all rights. The GPL's restriction mechanism, therefore, is a license condition—the most intrusive type of license restrictions discussed in Part VI.D:

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

Section 7 of the GPL manifests what the Free Software Foundation refers to as the “liberty or death” principle:

If... conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

With these two GPL clauses, copyright owners permit licensees to adapt and distribute copies of the GPLed software under the condition that licensees grant the copyright owner and everybody else a license under the terms of the GPL, at no charge and in object and source code form, to any works that are “derived from” the GPLed program.

The GPL does not prohibit licensees from charging money for selling software copies. However, the GPL itself already provides everyone with a license free of charge. As a result, licensees have no realistic opportunity to commercialize their copyrights in works that they “derive” from GPLed code. The GPL intentionally deprives copyright owners of the

239. Richard M. Stallman, Microsoft’s New Monopoly, http://www.fsf.org/licensing/essays/microsoft-new-monopoly.html (last visited Jan. 21, 2006) (“The General Public License forbid[s] publication of a modified version if it isn’t free software in the same way. (We call that the “liberty or death” clause, since it ensures the program will remain free or die.).”).


241. The copyright owner to the original program does not have to comply with the GPL, so long as she does not accept any modifications from others, and thus can still charge fees for her software, e.g., under a dual licensing model, which may involve releasing software under the GPL free of charge (for marketing purposes) and for a license

very economic incentive the Copyright Act has made available in the interest of furthering the development of original works of authorship—the right to exclude the public from copying, adapting, distributing, etc., and to charge a fee for individual licenses.

It is worth noting, however, that the GPL generally permits end users to execute GPLed code in any combination they want. According to Section 0 of the GPL, “[t]he act of running the Program is not restricted.” As a result, software companies do not have to be concerned about invoking the “viral” effect of the GPL based on a contributory liability theory if they distribute their add-on programs separately, or in other words, not in context with any GPLed code, even if the add-on programs are intended for combination with a particular version of GPLed code. End users fee under a proprietary license (to licensees that would rather pay a fee than comply with the GPL for their own modifications). Also, an increasing number of companies have found other ways to generate revenue in the context of “free software,” e.g., by using “free software” as a means to sell proprietary software, services, or hardware. See, e.g., John Koenig, *Seven Open Source Business Strategies for Competitive Advantage*, IT MANAGER’S J., May 13, 2004, http://www.itmanagersjournal.com/articles/314; Jens Sieckmann, *Freie Software in der Wirtschaft*, BRAVEHACK § 9.2 (2001), http://www.bravehack.de/html/node45.html (last visited Jan. 21, 2006); Open Source Biotechnology Project, Open Source as a Business Approach, http://rsss.anu.edu.au/~janeth/OSBusMod.html (last visited Jan. 21, 2006).

242. If a company offers copies of GPLed code and add-ons for such code to a customer, it would need a license to distribute the GPLed code—and such a license is granted per Section 2(b). In this respect, it should not make a difference whether the vendor delivers the GPLed program and the add-on product at different times or on different CDs.

243. This conclusion is also reached in what seems to be the first German commentary on the GPL, TILL JAEGGER ET AL., DIE GPL KOMMENTIERT UND ERKLÄRT 4, 6 (2005). However, in its FAQ, the Free Software Foundation takes the contrary position that distributors of add-on products for GPLed programs have to comply with the GPL merely because they make a product that is designed to interact with GPLed products (even though it does not contain any copied code). See Free Software Foundation, GNU Project, Frequently Asked Questions About the GNU GPL, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLAndPlugins (last visited Oct. 20, 2006) [hereinafter GPL FAQ] This position could only be viable in reliance on a contributory liability theory (which can be ruled out, given the expressive broad grant of end user license rights under the GPL) or if—as a matter of copyright law—the distributor of an add-on product needed a distribution license, which is usually not the case, based on the view explained in this Article. See supra Part V. The opposite view could try to emphasize that the courts in *Micro Star v. Formgen*, 154 F.3d 1107, 1112 (9th Cir. 1998) and *Midway Manufacturing v. Artic International, Inc.*, 704 F.2d 1009, 1013-14 (7th Cir. 1983), did not expressly rely on a theory of contributory infringement and thus, arguably, must have negated the requirement that a derivative work must incorporate significant expression from the original work. However, such arguments would have to overcome the fact that (1) the *Micro Star* and *Midway* courts were addressing screen outputs and “story lines” with a high level of non-
who run add-on programs with the GPLed code would not infringe because the GPL allows execution without any restrictions. Without direct infringement, there could not be any contributory liability. Yet, given implementation and integration difficulties, end users typically expect packages from their software suppliers, so separate distribution is often not a practical option.

Thus, an important question remains: What exactly is a "derived work"? A number of possibilities come to mind. "Derived work" could mean: (1) "derivative work," as this term is defined by the Copyright Act; (2) "derivative work" or "collective work," as these terms are defined by the Copyright Act; (3) "any combination of programs," whether or not the combination qualifies as a "derivative work"; or (4) something else. What the term "derived work" means determines how much a licensee has to give up when it distributes GPLed code in combination with improvements or other programs—and whether a licensee may distribute GPLed code in combination with third party code at all.

B. GPL Terminology and Interpretation

1. "Works Based on the Program"

The first operative Section of the GPL (Section 0) reads as follows:

This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program," below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification.") Each licensee is addressed as "you."

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

---

functional creativity that is unusual in the software context, and (2) the vast majority of references in legislative history, cases, and commentaries emphasize the definitional requirement that derivative works must actually incorporate copyrighted expression from the adapted work. See supra Section III.A and accompanying references.
As is common in commercial contracting practice, the first Section of the GPL contains a number of definitions and specifications that apply to the document as a whole. Less common, however, are the explanatory notes that the GPL drafters interwove with the legally binding definitions.

For example, the last sentence of the section quoted above acknowledges that the conditions in the half-sentence preceding it may not always be met in practice. The cause for this anomaly seems to lie in the genesis of the document: it was written by programmers for programmers. In order to make the document useful for non-lawyers and projects without a budget for legal advice, and to establish the GPL as a standard, the GPL drafters tried to draft the license as user-friendly and accessible to programmers as possible.

Along these lines, the second sentence of Section 0 defines “works based on the Program” as the Program itself or “any derivative work under copyright law” followed by an interpretive explanation, albeit one not entirely accurate, regarding what the term “derivative works” means under copyright law. This explanation, introduced with the phrase “that is to say,” gives an indication of what the GPL drafters thought, hoped, or may argue in a dispute is the meaning of the term “derivative works” under copyright law. Section 2 of the GPL contains additional explanations and declarations of intent of what “works based on the Program” should mean, which even include references to “collective works,” i.e., a term defined by the Copyright Act in contrast to the term “derivative work.”

In order to resolve these text-internal contradictions, it would seem appropriate to rely on the “operative” portion of the definition in Section 0 (which contains the reference to the Copyright Act) and treat the “explanatory notes” as statements of opinion that have been added for convenience purposes only. Accordingly, the GPL would be interpreted to define “work based on the Program” to mean “derivative work as defined by the Copyright Act.”

2. Derived Works

The first sentence of Section 2 of the GPL permits modifications to the GPLed program in reference to the defined term “work based on the Program.” The following sentences of Section 2 contain a number of license conditions and explanations and use a number of other terms to describe

244. See supra Part III.
245. If the GPL drafters had wanted to apply their own definition, independent of the Copyright Act, they could have omitted the reference to the Copyright Act concept of derivative works or added it as an explanation of what the GPL definition would include.
246. Implicitly assumed by Stoltz, supra note 117, at 1457 n.18.
the result of modifications besides “work based on the Program,” including “modified files,”247 “modified program,”248 and “modified work.”249 The critical Subsection (b) refers to “any work . . . that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof.”

Taken out of context, each of these terms seems to go well beyond the statutory definition of derivative works in the Copyright Act, because the statutory definition is not satisfied by every modification, or by any work that contains any part of another work or that is derived from any part of another work. As discussed in Section IV.C, under the Copyright Act, a combination of code with a GPLed program constitutes a derivative work of the GPLed program only if the combination (i) is sufficiently permanent, (ii) contains significant and creative portions of the GPLed program, (iii) is creative in its own right, and (iv) involves significant and creative internal changes to the GPLed program.250

In context, however, the drafters of the GPL appear to have randomly chosen substitutes to the somewhat awkward term “work based on the Program” and used the substitute terms synonymously to improve sentence flow and readability. This impression is confirmed throughout the document, which also uses other substitutes, including the “derivative or collective works based on the Program”251 and “derivative works.”252

Some of the explanations throughout the GPL, as well as the Free Software Foundation’s FAQ253 and “Lesser General Public License,”254 imply that the drafters of the GPL intended to cover software combinations that would not qualify as derivative works under the Copyright Act according to the test developed in this Article.255 These examples primar-

247. GPL License, supra note 227, § 2(a).
248. Id. § 2(c).
249. Id. § 2 after (c).
250. See supra Section IV.C.
251. GPL License, supra note 227, § 2.
252. Id. § 5.
253. For the answer to the Question: “What is the difference between ‘mere aggregation’ and ‘combining two modules into one program?’”, see GPL FAQ, supra note 243.
255. Most notably, the LGPL contains specific exceptions for dynamic linking of libraries, which—according to this article—would not qualify as derivative works and thus “works based on the Program” under the GPL regardless. On this topic, see also Brian W. Carver, Share and Share Alike: Understanding and Enforcing Open Source and Free Software Licenses, 20 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 443, 459 (2005). The preamble of the LGPL explains the relationship between the two licenses as follows:
ily evidence a difference of opinion in the application of copyright law and do not necessarily indicate that the condition in Section 2(b) of the GPL covers more than derivative works as defined by the Copyright Act. Yet uncertainties remain, given the fact that the "explanations" appear within the license text.

3. Rules of Contract Interpretation

Given the prevailing controversies and uncertainties regarding the exact scope of Section 2(b) of the GPL, it seems worth exploring whether presumptive rules of contract interpretation would favor one interpretation over another. In this context it is important to note that quite different rules could apply depending on the context of a particular licensing relationship. The GPL contains neither a contractual choice of law nor a forum selection clause. Under statutory and common law conflicts of law principles, which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the governing law of a licensing relationship subject to the GPL will be determined by the residency of the licensor and licensee, and various other factors. Thus, in practice, there is not one GPL that applies to all free software globally. Instead, thousands of different versions provide for slightly different rights and obligations of the licensing parties based on peculiarities of the governing contract law.256

Nevertheless, two principles of contract interpretation are likely to apply in most jurisdictions in one form or another: courts try to (i) determine

---

This license, the GNU Lesser General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs. When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with the library.

LGPL License, supra note 254. The preamble is based on the assumption that a combination of dynamically linked programs constitutes a derivative work of such programs, which is contrary to the findings of this Article. Yet, it is worth noting that even this paragraph of the LGPL acknowledges that both GPL and LGPL ultimately defer to the definition of "derivative work" under copyright law—and the explanations constitute merely explanations regarding the drafters' understanding of what kinds of software combinations constitute "derivative works."

256. See, e.g., JAEGE, supra note 243. The Free Software Foundation acknowledges the risk of providing official translations of the GPL, see GPL FAQ, supra note 243, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#MereAggregation), but the variations introduced by different applicable bodies of contract law seem far greater.
the parties' intent and (ii) interpret ambiguous clauses against the party who caused the ambiguity.

a) Parties' Intent

Courts typically try to determine the intent of the contracting parties as objectively evident to each other at the time of contract formation. Where the contract language is clear and unambiguous, courts will not usually look to extrinsic evidence of intent. Given the uncertainties around Section 2(b) of the GPL, however, it seems likely that courts would feel tempted to look beyond the four corners of the document. Even though the GPL emphasizes that it constitutes a license as opposed to a contract, courts would likely apply contract interpretation rules and try to determine the intent of the copyright owner who selected the GPL and the licensee who selected the program. In many cases, courts will probably find that neither party really had a choice—the GPL came to apply because a developer of a previous program version had opted for the GPL. Where the Free Software Foundation itself is involved as a party, it may be appropriate to take the various examples, explanations, and programmatic and ideological statements on its website into consideration. Where the Free Software Foundation is not involved, however, it will often be difficult to confirm that parties to a dispute were familiar with these materials at the time the licensing relationship was formed.

b) Interpretation Against the Drafter

Another common principle of contract interpretation is that in case of uncertainties, courts should interpret the contract against the party who caused the uncertainty to exist. This could help licensees in cases against the Free Software Foundation. In cases where neither party has selected the GPL to apply for a particular modified program, however, it is not clear that either party is to blame for the GPL's uncertainties.

258. See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 1639.
259. Eben Moglen, Enforcing the GNU GPL, http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/enforcing-gpl.html (last visited Jan. 21, 2006) ("Licenses are not contracts: the work's user is obliged to remain within the bounds of the license not because she voluntarily promised, but because she doesn't have any right to act at all except as the license permits.").
260. See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 1654.
4. Summary

The GPL permits end users to combine software and execute software in combination without any restrictions, even if the combinations constitute derivative works of the GPLed programs. As a consequence, contrary to the views expressed by the Free Software Foundation, distributors can separately distribute add-on products intended for combination with GPLed code without fear of incurring contributory liability. Thus, the distribution of add-ons to computer games discussed in Section V.C of this Article should be unproblematic in the GPL context, since the suppliers of the add-on products do not also sell the actual games.

The GPL strictly prohibits the distribution of program combinations that qualify as "derived works" of GPLed programs unless the entire combination can be subjected to the license terms of the GPL. This has two serious consequences for licensees. First, licensees are prohibited from distributing GPLed programs in combination with proprietary third party programs whose copyright owners do not agree to the GPL terms. Second, if licensees create "derived works" of GPLed programs, they cannot commercialize such "derived works" through proprietary license models as contemplated by the Copyright Act.

Despite remaining uncertainties, the context of the GPL favors an interpretation of the term "derived work" to mean a "derivative work as defined by the Copyright Act." Consequently, the combinations discussed in Sections V.B and V.D should also be permissible under the GPL because they do not involve a creation of derivative works. However, the language of the GPL also allows broader interpretations, and its drafters take the position—in documents that do not seem determinative for contract interpretation purposes—that dynamically linked programs fall under Section 2(b) if distributed in combination with GPLed code.

C. First Sale Doctrine

The drafters of the GPL did not take the same precautions to avoid the First Sale Doctrine that drafters of commercial licenses do. To the contrary, the Free Software Foundation expressly states that the GPL allows licensees to sell copies.261 As a result, it is conceivable that a company could try to circumvent Section 2(b) of the GPL by arranging to buy cop-

261. GPL FAQ, supra note 243, http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/gpl-faq.html#DoesTheGPLAllowMoney (last visited Jan. 21, 2006) ("Does the GPL allow me to sell copies of the program for money? Yes, the GPL allows everyone to do this. The right to sell copies is part of the definition of free software.").
ies of GPLed code from a third party. This would seem to allow the company to resell those copies, and its customers to execute them, without regard to the GPL, even if the company also sells its own proprietary add-on programs to its customers simultaneously.

D. Statutory Limitations on License Restrictions

The same legal principles that can affect the validity of commercial licenses can also affect the validity of the GPL as it applies in a particular licensing relationship. A few particular considerations apply, however, given the somewhat unusual characteristics of the GPL.

1. Competition Law

As previously observed, the applicability and effects of competition law depend largely on the situation (i.e., on the affected markets and the parties' market power). Thus, competition laws would probably play an insignificant role with respect to a relationship between two individual developers, but they could well come into play if a number of dominant suppliers or purchasers pushed to establish the GPL as a standard with the intent to drive "software only" companies from the market. Independent of such case-by-case considerations, however, one observation seems to apply generally: Section 2(b) of the GPL does not have the same anti-competitive effect that grant-back clauses typically have, because it does not require an exclusive license or assignment of ownership rights and the license is granted to anyone. Thus, Section 2(b) of the GPL does not result in a concentration of intellectual property rights or market power in the hands of one particular licensor.

262. For instance, from a development company to a distribution company within a group of wholly owned subsidiaries.
264. Without such a "first sale" scheme, the distribution company would need to obtain a license for the distribution right to the GPLed code, and such licenses would only be available under the GPL terms. Of course, this scheme would not change the situation for scenarios involving derivative works under the Copyright Act, because the adaptation right does not become exhausted through a first sale. Also, it should be noted that courts often try to sanction circumvention schemes under various legal theories.
265. See supra Section VI.C.1.
266. For example, technology conglomerates that have traditionally sold hardware and/or services in addition to software could decide to "give away" software in order to drive "software only"-companies from the market.
267. For example, government units or large purchasing cooperatives could unite to insist on GPLed code in order to drive software prices down or distort competition by favoring "solution providers" who can afford to "give away" software so long as they can raise hardware and/or services prices.
2. Copyright Misuse

By imposing GPL § 2(b) on licensees, copyright owners try to magnify their rights beyond those sanctioned by the Copyright Act in two different ways. First, Section 103 of the Copyright Act allocates ownership rights to authorized derivative works to the author to incentivize further investment in additional creativity.268 In contrast, Section 2(b) of the GPL requires creators of derivative works to forfeit their exclusion rights and any chance to generate licensing revenue.269 Second, if the term “derived work” were found to encompass more than “derivative works” and included, for example, compilations and other forms of software combinations, Section 2(b) of the GPL would seek to prohibit activities that Section 106 of the Copyright Act has not reserved for copyright owners and thus exponentially increase the impact caused by the first copyright magnifying mechanism.270

Given the fact that copyright misuse is an equitable concept under U.S. law, it is difficult to predict if and how a court would apply this doctrine in the context of the GPL. On one hand, the non-profit status and idealistic goals pursued by the proponents and original adopters of the GPL may sway courts in favor of the GPL. On the other hand, the “copyleft” policy manifested in the GPL seems a more direct attack on the delicate balance between access and protection in the Copyright Act271 than any other licensing practice that has so far caused courts to find copyright misuse.272 In fact, the intended objective behind Section 2(b) of the GPL is to eliminate the effects of copyright protection for computer programs and generally replace it by the rules of the GPL.273 This flies in the face of the many decisions by U.S. courts that found it necessary to protect the economic interests of software copyright owners who pursued proprietary licensing models.274 Also, more and more companies use the GPL for purposes other than idealism. If courts enforce clauses like Section 2(b) of the GPL, they will probably also have to accept it if proprietary software companies start prohibiting combinations of their programs with other software be-

269. GPL License, supra note 227, § 2.
271. See supra Section IV.A.
272. Stoltz, supra note 117, at 1477 (referring to “copyleft” as a “hack on the copyright system” and discussing the regime established under the GPL as an alternative to the statutory regime established in the Copyright Act.).
273. Id. at 1444-46.
274. See generally supra Part IV.
beyond the boundaries of the Copyright Act. This could have potentially significant implications for interoperability.

Thus, for purposes of U.S. copyright law, Section 2(b) of the GPL seems to raise significant issues under the doctrine of copyright misuse, particularly if it were interpreted to cover more than derivative works as defined by the Copyright Act.

3. Unfair Contract Terms

As in the commercial licensing context, whether Section 2(b) of the GPL could be found invalid as an unreasonable or unconscionable contract term will depend on the situation of the particular parties to a licensing relationship. In general, unilateral software licenses easily meet most of the elements required for procedural unconscionability. In addition to licensees not having an opportunity to negotiate, if they refuse to accept the license terms they will also be expressly prevented from exercising the rights conveyed by the license.\(^{275}\) The bargaining power differential depends on the exact circumstances of a particular licensing relationship. Consumers will typically not be affected by the GPL, because it allows combinations on the end user level without any restrictions.\(^{276}\) As between businesses, on the other hand, courts might well find enough bargaining power differential to allow licensees to invoke doctrines such as contracts of adhesion or unconscionability under U.S. laws. Such situations might include those where large businesses offer code under the GPL, where smaller vendors are required to comply with the GPL by large software purchasers (such as government units), or simply where the terms of the GPL are generally non-negotiable due to the ideology behind it.

Substantively, however, it will often appear far-fetched for licensees to argue that Section 2(b) of the GPL is unreasonable as a commercial matter, given the fact that the licensee does not have to pay for its license.\(^{277}\) Nevertheless, the "no charge" aspect would have the opposite effect where customers/licensees demand that suppliers/licensors use the GPL. Also, under less flexible contract laws in other jurisdictions, Section 2(b) of the

\(^{275}\) See, e.g., GPL License, supra note 227, § 5 ("You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.").

\(^{276}\) See supra Section VII.A.

\(^{277}\) But see Guadamuz, Viral Contracts, supra note 238, at 336.
GPL seems to run a substantial risk of invalidity merely because it derogates so sharply from statutory law to the disadvantage of the licensee.\textsuperscript{278}

E. Summary

Combinations of programs with GPLed software are somewhat dangerous for companies with proprietary license models if those companies also want to distribute the GPLed code itself. Distribution of separate add-on programs, however, should be permissible, even where the combination results in the creation of a derivative work as defined by copyright law, because the GPL’s broad EULAs stand in the way of contributory liability theories.

Another risk is that courts could interpret Section 2(b) of the GPL to extend not only to derivative works, as this term is defined under applicable copyright law, but also to compilations and other types of combinations that are not otherwise subject to the copyright owner’s exclusive rights. Any court that interprets Section 2(b) so broadly would have to seriously consider a licensee’s challenges and defenses under the doctrine of copyright misuse, competition law, or unfair contract terms laws. In light of these potential legal limitations and the context of the GPL, a narrower interpretation of Section 2(b), limited to derivative works as defined by copyright law, seems more appropriate and likely. Consequently, dynamic linking to GPLed programs would not normally trigger the application of the GPL to the linking program, even if both programs are distributed together.

\textsuperscript{278} See generally id. LG München, 21 O 6123/04 (2004) expressed approval for Section 2 of the GPL in general, but this occurred in dictum and in reference to the unofficial, non-binding German translation of the GPL (even though the English, official version applied in the case at hand). See Case Note by Hoeren, 20 COMPUTER UND RECHT 776, 777 (2004). It is far from clear, however, how a German court would approach the "derived works" definition if and when confronted with a case actually raising the "viral/immunizing" effect of this clause. Based on general principles of German contracts law, it would seem more likely that a German court would invalidate Section 2(b) on the basis that it is surprising, overbroad, or ambiguous, or interpret "derived works" to mean "derivative work under German copyright law," which would likely result in a relatively narrow application. Like U.S. law, German copyright law requires derivative works to incorporate significant expression from the adapted work and would not, for example, classify software combinations created through dynamic links as derivative works. See Spindler, \textit{supra} note 177, at 51; Wuermeling & Deike, \textit{supra} note 236, at 90.
F. Recommendations for GPL Version 3

It seems unrealistic to ask of the Free Software Foundation to give up the “viral” and “immunizing” concepts of Section 2(b), according to which licensees have to make derivative works available under the GPL, because this concept is the centerpiece of the Free Software Foundation’s strategy. Yet, going forward, the Free Software Foundation should consider clarifying in the actual GPL text that the various and varying references to “derived works” in the GPL are meant to refer to derivative works as defined by applicable copyright law. This would go a long way towards minimizing the risk of diverging GPL standards around the world due to varied local laws, because, by “dynamically linking” to “applicable copyright law,” the GPL would largely adopt the statutory boundaries set by copyright law in the various jurisdictions where code may be created or used. This is turn should significantly reduce any risks of offending competition law, unfair contract terms law, or doctrines similar to the copyright misuse doctrine in other jurisdictions. The risks arising from unfair contract terms laws could be minimized further by adding a governing law clause referring to the laws of a jurisdiction that respects freedom of contract in general and severability clauses in particular.

279. This Article was completed just prior to the release of the draft GPL Version 3 text. See Robert Gomulkiewicz, General Public License 3.0: Hacking the Free Software Movement’s Constitution, 42 Hous. L. Rev. 1015 (2005); Free Software Foundation, GPLv3 Draft, http://gplv3.fsf.org/gpl-draft (last visited Jan. 21, 2006).

280. The author acknowledges that the legal community still has to play its own part by reaching a clear consensus regarding the definitional scope of “derivative works” in the context of software combinations, and may not deserve any help with reducing FUD after applying copyright protection to software in the first place, at least not in the eyes of the programmer community.

281. Such a “dynamic link” to “applicable copyright law” would work well even in situations and jurisdictions where it is not yet clearly defined which types of software combinations might infringe adaptation rights, because a court in such jurisdiction would decide the copyright law question at the same time that it would apply the GPL under such circumstances.

282. An express contractual choice of law would further support and strengthen uniformity and reliability of the GPL also with respect to other clauses, such as warranty disclaimers, and limitations of liability, in the interest of all licensors worldwide. Ironically, however, a selection of one jurisdiction’s contract law, such as the laws of a state in the United States, would probably be perceived in the developer community as too local and not global enough.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Software combinations are less dangerous liaisons than some have recently argued, particularly in the context of the GPL. Under the U.S. Copyright Act, a combination of a computer program with other software results in the preparation of a derivative work only if the combination (a) is sufficiently permanent, (b) contains significant and creative portions of the other software, (c) is creative in its own right, and (d) involves significant and creative internal changes to the other software. Most software combinations fail to meet one or more of these requirements and thus constitute compilations, collective works, or non-copyrightable arrangements, none of which implicate copyright owners' adaptation rights under Section 106 of the U.S. Copyright Act.

Software combinations involving dynamic links usually lack permanency, combination creativity, and internal changes. Even software combinations through static links do not necessarily affect adaptation rights, because such linking often results in the creation of a compilation or non-creative aggregation of programs or sub-programs. Nevertheless, under the U.S. Copyright Act, software developers typically have to obtain a license before they may combine programs through static linking because such linking affects the duplication rights of the linked program’s copyright owner. Also, adaptation rights may be affected where software combinations, regardless of the code linking method, result in significant and creative changes to original screen output, such as in the context of computer games.

Under common commercial licensing conditions, end users typically receive an express or implied license to execute proprietary software in combination with other software, regardless of whether the combination would qualify as a derivative work. Under the GPL, end users are free to combine GPLed code with any other code. Developers and distributors do not have to be concerned about contributory liability, so long as they distribute add-on software separately and the end users are not legally restricted in combining the intended programs with the add-on software.

Any person who wants to distribute programs in combination with and alongside GPLed code, however, will have to closely examine the reach and consequences of the various conditions and restrictions in the GPL. The term “derived work” in the GPL should be interpreted to mean “derivative works as defined by copyright law,” and as a consequence, most programs should be able to be distributed in combination with dynamically linked GPLed code without the necessity of subjecting the linking programs to the GPL.
It seems possible, however, that courts may interpret the GPL in a broader way, which would increase concerns regarding the validity of the GPL under copyright misuse doctrines, competition laws, and unfair contract terms laws. Such concerns can be greater or lesser depending on the circumstances of the licensing parties and jurisdictions involved. If such broad interpretations prevail, the software industry might move more generally to GPL-like restrictive licensing practices that permit and prohibit certain software combinations. Such interpretations and ensuing practices would potentially have a serious impact on interoperability and cause software combinations to become dangerous liaisons.